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ABSTRACT

THE ROLE OF MOLECULAR, CLINICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

IN THE LONG-TERM SURVIVAL OF AXILLARY NODE NEGATIVE BREAST

CANCER PATIENTS

Darren Michael Riehl Brenner

Master of Science

Faculty of Applied Health Science

Brock University

2008

The overall objective of this study was to investigate factors associated with

long-term survival in axillary node negative (ANN) breast cancer patients. Clinical

and biological factors included stage, histopathologic grade, p53 mutation, Her-2/neu

amplification, estrogen receptor status (ER), progesterone receptor status (PR) and

vascular invasion. Census derived socioeconomic (SES) indicators included median

individual and household income, proportions of university educated individuals,

housing type, "incidence" of low income and an indicator of living in an affluent

neighbourhood. The effects of these measures on breast cancer-specific survival and

competing cause survival were investigated.

A cohort study examining survival among axillary node negative (ANN) breast

cancer patients in the greater Toronto area commenced in 1 989. Patients were

followed up until death, lost-to-follow up or study termination in 2004. Data were

collected from several sources measuring patient demographics, clinical factors,

treatment, recurrence of disease and survival. Census level SES data were collected

16
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using census geo-coding of patient addresses' at the time of diagnosis. Additional

survival data were acquired from the Ontario Cancer Registry to enhance and extend

the observation period of the study. Survival patterns were examined using Kaplan-

Meier and life table procedures. Associations were examined using log-rank and

Wilcoxon tests of univariate significance. Multivariate survival analyses were

performed using Cox proportional hazards models. Analyses were stratified into less

than and greater than 5 year survival periods to observe whether known markers of

short-term survival were also associated with reductions in long-term survival among

breast cancer patients.

The 1 5 year survival probabilities in this cohort were: for breast cancer-

specific survival 0.88, competing causes survival 0.89 and for overall survival 0.78.

Estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) status (Hazard Ratio (HR) ER-

/PR- versus ER+/PR+, 8.15, 95% CI, 4.74, 14.00), p53 mutation (HR, 3.88, 95% CI,

2.00, 7.53) and Her-2 amplification (HR, 2.66, 95% CI, 1.36, 5.19) were associated

with significant reductions in short-term breast cancer-specific survival (<5 years

following diagnosis), however, not with long-term survival in univariate analyses.

Stage, histopathologic grade and ER/PR status were the clinical/biological factors that

were associated with short-term breast cancer specific survival in multivariate results.

Living in an affluent neighbourhood (top quintile ofmedian household income

compared to the rest of the population) was associated with the largest significant

increase in long-term breast cancer-specific survival after adjustment for stage,

histopathologic grade and treatment (HR, 0.36, 95% CI, 0.12, 0.89).

17
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Age was highly associated with competing cause survival. When adjusted for

age in multivariate models no other indicators were significantly associated with

competing cause survival. In univariate results, however, living in an affluent

neighbourhood was significantly protective for competing cause mortality.

In summary, the genetic molecular alterations in this study were only

associated with short-term breast cancer-specific survival. SES and neighbourhood

affluence were associated with breast cancer-specific long-term survival among breast

cancer patients even when adjusted for relevant covariates.





THE ROLE OF MOLECULAR, CLINICAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

IN THE LONG-TERM SURVIVAL OF AXILLARY NODE NEGATIVE BREAST

CANCER PATIENTS

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

This thesis examines the long-term survival of a cohort of axillary node

negative (ANN) breast cancer patients. The influences of several factors on long-term

survival were examined in a prospective cohort ofwomen from the greater Toronto

area. Molecular markers ofDNA mutation and amplification taken from tumor

samples at the time of study entry as well as community-based measures of

socioeconomic status (SES) were investigated. This project aimed to better

understand the determinants of, and factors associated with, long-term survival in this

population.

Canadian women have a I in 8.9 lifetime cumulative risk of developing breast

cancer and a 1 in 26.8 chance of dying ofbreast-cancer specific mortality (based on

life tables standardized to the Canadian census population from 1991 up to 85 years of

age) (Canadian Cancer Society, 2007). These estimates are representative of an age

standardized incidence rate of 1 06.3 per 1 00,000 among Canadian women, the highest

among all cancers, as well as, an age standardized mortality rate of 23.4 per 100,000

Canadian women, second only to lung cancer. Figures I and 2 display trends in

cancer incidence and mortality over the past thirty years (Canadian Cancer

Society/National Cancer Institute of Canada, 2006). Increased incidence rates have

been attributed to advances in screening technologies as well as increased numbers of

19
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population based screening programs. Meanwhile, reduced mortality rates have been

attributed to advances in treatment (Hunt, Robb, Strom, & Ueno, 2001).
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Figure 1. 30-Year Trends in Age-Standardized Incidence Rates (ASIR) for

Cancer Sites among Canadian Females 1977-2006, (Rates are standardized to the

age distribution of the 1991 Canadian population) (Canadian Cancer Society,

2006)
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1.1 The Impact of Breast Cancer among Women in Ontario

Breast cancer is the most common neoplasm among Canadian women

(Canadian Cancer Society, 2007). In Ontario, it is also the most commonly diagnosed

cancer in women, accounting for approximately 28% of incident cases of cancer

(Canadian Cancer Society/National Cancer Institute of Canada, 2006). Between 1998

and 2002 there were 35,457 incident cases of breast cancer in Ontario reported to the

Ontario Cancer Registry with over 95% of cases microscopically verified (Chen,

2003).

1.2 Long-Term Breast Cancer Survival

The majority of research in oncology and cancer epidemiology has examined

survival outcomes to relatively short-term end points. Most survival estimates are

provided for 5-year outcomes. Estimates of 10 years and beyond have occasionally

been reported, however, the figures provided are often based on projections from

short-term patient follow-up periods using statistical prediction models rather than

actual follow-up. These models employ short-term (3 to 5-year) data to predict the

number of future events based on trends in the collected data and knowledge of the

clinical course of disease (Chia, Speers, Bryce, Hayes, & Olivotto, 2004).

Comparatively fewer results are published beyond 5-year figures. This is often a

justified practice as many cancers are highly fatal and the majority of mortality will

occur within the first few years following diagnosis. Many cancer diagnoses such as

ANN breast cancer, however, have relatively positive prognoses for survival in

comparison with node positive patients. Among ANN patients only 12-1 5% of cases

will succumb to their disease within the first 5-years of diagnosis (Brenner &

22
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Hakulinen, 2002; Elledge & McGuire, 1992, 1993). Thus, a large majority ofANN

patients will survive past the common 5-year estimates. Analyses to provide accurate

estimates of long-term risk for this group are therefore warranted as increased

screening has resulted in greater numbers and proportions ofANN breast cancers

(Miller, Feuer, & Hankey, 1993) (Approximately 75-80% of breast cancer diagnoses

in North America are ANN (Long, 1991)). This study aimed to provide long-term

estimates (beyond 5 years) of survival among ANN patients. It also aimed to

investigate the clinical, biological and SES indicators associated with long-term

survival.

1.3 Gaps in the Literature

The review of literature presented in subsequent chapters will examine several

key issues in breast cancer survival. The current knowledge of the influence of

molecular and genetic alterations among ANN patients, paying specific attention to

estrogen and progesterone receptors (ER, PR), p53 mutations and Her-2/neu oncogene

amplification, will be addressed. Among these measures, the lack of consistency

associated with long-term survival risk among ANN patients will be highlighted.

The current knowledge of the influence of socioeconomic factors on survival

in the literature will also be examined. SES has often been related to longevity of life,

improved heath status and quality of life and may be of great importance in this cohort

despite the universal health care system in which they were treated (Berg, Ross, &

Latourette, 1977). The majority of studies completed to date (particularly in Ontario)

have been ecological studies that lacked the ability to adjust for important patient

specific information or to attempt to investigate the association (Woods, Rachet, &

23
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Coleman, 2006). With the high probability of survival among ANN patients, the

influences of these factors on long-term survival may be of great importance and need

to be further addressed. This study aimed to determine whether stage and treatment

acted as mediators in the relationship between SES and survival in breast cancer

patients.

1.4 Response to Gaps in the Literature: Determining the Impact of Clinical/

Molecular Factors and SES on Patient Survival within a Canadian Population

In order to address the research questions of this project and investigate long-

term survival influences in this cohort, several data sources examining the same

patient population were used. The clinical and molecular data taken from greater

Toronto area hospitals were amalgamated with additional survival and outcome data

from the Ontario Cancer Registry (OCR) collected through Cancer Care Ontario.

These were also combined with SES data collected using spatial linkage based on

patient addresses from the Canadian census. These data were collected through geo-

coding, a process of matching patients' postal codes and addresses at the time of

diagnosis with census data from Statistics Canada. This large appended dataset was

able to provide much information on the factors associated with long-term survival in

ANN breast cancer patients. Descriptive statistics were used to determine survival

trends as well as the distribution of clinical and social factors within the cohort.

Hypothesis testing was conducted through Cox proportional hazards models to

determine the associations of clinical, molecular and genetic as well as SES indicators

with survival while providing hazard ratios (HR) to display altered risk.
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1.5 Conclusion

This study is of importance for a multiplicity of reasons. First, due to the large

number of incident ANN breast cancer cases diagnosed annually in Canada there

exists an inherent need for further understanding concerning the long-term survival in

this group (Canadian Cancer Society, 2007). Second, evidence has shown the efficacy

of utilizing patient specific prognostic markers of short-term survival in the clinical

oncology setting for improved patient outcomes if concise targets are isolated

(McCallum et al., 2004). This analysis attempted to determine whether the

hypothesized molecular targets in this study were relevant to long-term survival.

Thirdly, due to the long follow-up period of this study we had the ability to properly

derive many estimates of long-term survival risk for several factors (both biologic as

well as social) not well established to date among ANN patients (Mirza, Mirza,

Vlastos, & Singletary, 2002; Pharoah, Day, & Caldas, 1999). This study was also able

to examine joint factor evaluation of SES indicators and biological measures. This

type of analyses has seldom been done in the literature, however, was very important

to address. Finally, this study examined whether SES plays a significant role in patient

survival despite a universal access to care adjusting for stage, patient specific clinical

measures and treatment. These types of exploratory analyses have not yet been

completed in an Ontario population ofANN breast cancer patients.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1 Overview

The current chapter provides the rationale and basis for this study. The chapter

begins with an overview of the biology of breast cancer with special focus given to the

pathology and genetics of the disease. Provided is a discussion of the influence and

importance of specific factors influencing long-term survival in ANN breast cancer

patients. Particular attention is given to the molecular, genetic and pathologic markers

of interest in this study. The role of SES factors that have been found to be associated

with patient survival among certain populations is then discussed. The chapter ends

with a focus on the possible mechanisms through which SES may influence survival

and the role of SES indicators among patients with similar clinical characteristics.

2.2 The Biology of Breast Cancer

2.2.1 Disease Presentations

The two main types of adenocarcinomas (malignant neoplasm of epithelial

cells in glandular or gland like pattern) of the breast are ductal (originating in the

epithelium of the ducts) and lobular (originating in the epithelium of the lobules)

carcinomas (American Cancer Society, 2007). Abnormal epithelial cell growth

begins as ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS)

respectively. In situ is a term used for these early stage cancers where the growth is

confined to the immediate area in which it began and has not passed through the

lamina propria (Harris, Lippman, Morrow, & Osborne, 2000). Although not

necessarily a direct route to invasive cancer, DCIS and LCIS have been defined as

strong predictors of the development of both ipsilateral (same breast) and contralateral
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(other breast) invasive breast cancer development (Li, Malone, Saltzman, & Daling,

2006).

Approximately 95% of tumors of the breast are primary carcinomas, which

have originated from the epithelial surface of the ducts and the lobules. The incidence

of metastatic secondary tumors in the breast are extremely rare in patients when not

including contralateral incidence (Harris, Lippman, Morrow, & Osborne, 2000).

2.2.2 Tumor Characteristics & Pathology

The physical shape and size of the tumor are generally regarded as a starting

point to determine the relative severity of tumor progression. Larger primary tumors

are generally associated with higher probability of metastases, recurrence and

mortality (Buchholz et al., 2002; Clark & McGuire, 1 989). On a cellular level,

invasive cancers are less orderly in their Oappearance and have a higher frequency of

vascular and lymphatic invasion (Harris, Lippman, Morrow, & Osborne, 2000; Mallon

et al., 2000).

A commonly used prognostic scale is the histopathologic grade. This scale that

ranges from 3-9 is determined by combining the nuclear grade score (1-3), mitotic rate

score (1-3) and the cellular differentiation score (1-3) to give a cumulative measure of

disorder within the nucleus of tumor cells. Pathologists assess the nuclear grade, often

referred to as nuclear pleomorphism, of tumor tissue based on the variation of size and

shape of the nuclei on a scale of 1-3. A grade of 1 indicates small well differentiated

nuclei while a grade of 3 indicates large nuclei that are irregular and inconsistent in

size and shape (Bijker et al., 2001). The mitotic rate oftumor cells (also graded on a

scale of 1-3) is a measure of the number of malignant cells that are actively dividing in
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the tumor in a high power field under the microscope (Bamhill, Katzen, Spatz, Fine, &

Berwick, 2005). Finally, cellular differentiation is a measure (1-3 scale) ofhow

closely the specimen resembles normal breast tissue. Specific to the breast are the

formation of tubule ducts, a grade of 1 generally consists ofmany well differenfiated

tubules, where as a 3 contains few or no tubules (Rakha et al., 2006). The influence

of these pathologic factors (size, invasiveness and histopathologic grade) on survival

will be taken into account in analyses and models will be adjusted for the influence

that these factors may have on patient outcomes.

2.2.2.1 Nodal Status

Aggressive tumor cells gain access to the lymphatic and vascular circulatory

system through the process of chemotaxis (Hunt, Robb, Strom, & Ueno, 2001 ; Karp,

2005). Once infiltrated, the lymphatic system can be used as a route for metastases of

cancer to secondary locations. It is for this reason that patients who do not have

lympho-vascular invasion at diagnosis have much better prognoses. Lymph node

status is determined at surgical staging by examining whether disease is limited to the

breast or whether it has spread to the regional lymph nodes. During surgical

intervention, generally a minimum of four lymph nodes are removed, along with the

tumor section of the breast, and nodal status is determined (Chin & Guerra, 1980).

Figure 3 displays the survival rate by the number of negative axillary lymph nodes

removed (Kuru, 2006). This indicates that those with more positive nodes have lower

survival rates. Axillary node status is used as a prognostic factor to predict the risk of

recurrence and survival and is used to determine recommendations for adjuvant

systemic therapy (Bull et al., 2004; Cianfrocca & Goldstein, 2004; Eifel et al., 2001).
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In ANN women with very small tumors (<lcm), 10 year disease free survival rates are

quite positive, with ranges reported between 75-88% (Hadjiminas & Burke, 1994).

2.2.2.2 Tumor Staging

Tumors are staged according to the TNM classification system for malignant

tumors that is approved and revised periodically by the International Union Against

Cancer (lUCC) (Wittekind, Hutter, Greene, Klimpfinger, & Sobin, 2005) and the

American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) (American Joint Committee on Cancer,

2002). The traditional anatomic features employed to stage a tumor are 1 ) size and

extension, 2) presence of nodal metastasis and 3) the presence of distant metastasis

(TNM). Each of the three components is broken down into multiple sub-

classifications in order to obtam optimal staging. The criteria for the primary tumor

(T), regional lymph nodes (N) and distant metastasis (M) are displayed in Table 1.

(Singletary et al., 2002). The TNM system is frequently fiirther grouped into four

stage groupings, which have similar tumor characteristics and prognostic outcomes.

These groupings are found in Table 2 (American Joint Committee on Cancer, 2002)

and were used in this study for model adjustment purposes.
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Months

Figure 3. Survival Rates by the Number of Negative Nodes Removed (p<.0001)

(Kuru, 2006)
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Table 1. The Criteria for the Classification of the TNM Tumor Staging System

(Singletary et al., 2002)

JvAAk 1 . TNM Staging Sytlem lor Breosf Concer

Primofy tomor (T)

TX

TO

Tis

lis (DClS)

Tis (LCIS)

Tis (Poget)

Tl

T 1 mic

Tlo

Tib

Tic

12

T3

T4

T4o

Tit

T4c

T4d

Regionot tymph nodes (N)

NX
NO
N1

N2

N2a

N2b

N3

N3o

N3b

N3c

Regioool lym^ iKxias (pN}t

pNX

pNO
pNO(»-)

pNO(. + J

pNO(moI 1

pNO(mol + }

pNlmi

pNl

pNlo

pNIb

pNlc

pN2

pN2a

pN2b

Primory tumor connot be osiesscd

No evidence of primory fumof

Carcinoma in situ

Ductoi corctnomo tn situ

Lobutor corcinomo In iih/

Poget's dtseose of the nipple witH no himor

Note: Pogef5 disease ossocioted with o lumor is ciossified occording to the size ol the tumor.

Tumor 5: 2 cm in grcotesf dimension

AAicrowTvosion ?£ 0. 1 cm m greotest drmension

Tumor > 0,1 cm but rw* > 0.5 cm in greotest dimension

Tumor > 0.5 cm bo* r>ot > 1 cm in greotest dimension

Tumor > 1 cm but rwt > 2 cm in greatest dimension

Tumor > 2 cm but not > 5 cm in greotest dimension

Tumor > 5 cm in greatest ciirT>cnjion

Tun»or ol any size with direct extensiwi to

(o) chest wal) or

(b) skin, onfy os descr&ed below

Extension to chest wall, not indudir^ pectoraJis muscle

Edemo (induding peou d'orar>9e) or ulcerotion of the skin of the brecnl, or sotellite skin nodules confined to the

some breast

Both T4o ond T4b

InflamnKrtory carcinoma

Regionol )ymph rKxJes conno' be ossessed feg, previousfy removed}

No regional lymph node metostosis

MetostosJs in movoble ipsilaterol oxillory lymph r>ode(&}

Meto^oses in ipsibterc^ axilbry lymph nodes Bxed or nnotted, or in dintcolly c^^porent* ipsibterol internal

mommory nodes in the obsence of dinicoliy evident owllory lymph f«de m^ostosis

Metostosts in ^siloteral axltlory lymph r>ode5 fixed to cm» orKsfher (motted) <x to other structure*

M^astows only in clinically c^jparent" ipsiicrteroi inlemol mommarf nodes and in the obtence of dinicotty

evident axiHary lymph rKxJe nr«tostosis

Metostosis in ipsiloterol infrcscloviculot lymph r»de{s), or in ciinicc&y opporenf ipsiloterol inlernoi mommory

lymph node{s} or»d tn the preserKe of clinicolly evident oxillory lymph r>ode metostosis; or metostosis in

ipsllalerol s^xoclovicutor lymph node(s) swth crt" without oxilbty or interna! mommory lymph node

irwofvement

Metostosis in ipwloterol infroclo>ftcufor lymph rxxlels) and axillary lymph nodo|sl

Metastasis in tpsiloterol interna! mommory lymph nodefs) and oxiHory lymph nodef^)

Metostosis tn ipsiloterol supraclavicular lymph node{s}

Regional lyn^h nodes connot be ossessed [eg, previously removed or not removed for pothofogfc study)

No regiorxsl lymph node metostosis histologicaliy, no odditiorwl ewominofion for isc^oted tumor cellst

No regionol lymph node metostosis histologicolly, r>egotive IHC

No regionol lymph node metostosis htstologicolly, positive IHC, no IHC duster > 0.2 mm
No regtorwl lymph node metostosis histologicolly, rtegotive n-iolecular findir>gs (RT PCR)

No regional fyniph node metostosis histologicolly, positive ff»o!ecu!or findings (RTPCR)

Micrometaslosis {> 0.2 mm, none > 2.0 mm)

Metastasis m one to three oxilbry lymph nodes ond/or in intemoi morrvnary nodes with microscoptc diseose

detected by sentinel lymf^ rK>de dissection but riol clinically appcirent§

Metastasis in orte to three oxilbry lymph r>odes

MetostoMS in mtemol mommory nodes with microscopic dtseose detected by sentinel lyn^ node dissection but

r»t clinicolly opporwif§

Metostosis in one to three oxilbry lymph nodes ond in tnterrHjl mommory lymf^ nodes vrith microscopic

diseose detected by sentinel lymph rxxle dissection but rK>t clinically opparent§,li

Metostosis in four to nine oxilbry lyn^ rK>des, or in dinicoliy opporenf* irttemd nxmnmory lymf^ rKxbs in the

c^3sence of oxilbry lymph r>ode metostosis

Metostosis in four to nine axillary lymf^ nodes (at leost orte tumor deposit > 2.0 mm)

M^stosis in dinicoliy opporenf infernol mommory lymph nodes in tfie obsence of oxilbry lymph noAt

metostosts
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Table 2. Stage Groupings I-IV According to TMN Classification Criteria

(American Joint Committee on Cancer, 2002)

Stage Grouping
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breast cancer-specific death beyond 5 years following diagnosis even after controlling

for the baseline risk of dying in the population.

Approximately 85% ANN patients will survive beyond the initial 5 year

prognostic period and thus continue to be at risk (Brenner & Hakulinen, 2002;

Canadian Cancer Society/National Cancer Institute of Canada, 2007). An examination

of the literature found that estimates provided beyond 5 years are often referred to as

long-term survival, with a few studies having 8-15 year estimates marked as long-term

(Habel et al., 2006; Mirza, Mirza, Vlastos, & Singletary, 2002; Schmidt et al., 2005).

There are comparatively fewer studies that provide long-term estimates of risk for

both breast cancer-specific survival and competing cause survival. This seems an

ironic finding considering that a large majority ofANN pafients will live beyond the

periods of the short-term prognosfic estimates. These patients continue to be at risk of

dying after 5 years and thus would benefit fi^om long-term estimates of disease

associated risk.

When referring to the probability of dying, the term hazard is commonly used.

This reflects the probability of an event (in this case a death) occurring over a defined

period of time. Cumulative hazard refers to the sum of hazard up to a certain point in

time (Allison, 1 984). These terms will be used throughout this thesis to describe the

risk associated with dying due to specific factors.

ANN patients have a similar probability of dying (hazard) fi-om competing

causes as that of dying from their cancer, however, studies rarely address the issue of

competing cause survival. This study aimed to provide long-term estimates for both
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breast cancer-specific and competing cause survival while providing long-term hazard

estimates for various molecular, clinical and SES measures.

2.4 Risk Factors and Prognostic Indicators

Several risk factors have been identified in the literature that are associated

with the development of breast cancer. These factors will not be discussed at length in

this chapter as this is an incident cohort study where all subjects have already

developed the disease. Thus, this is a prognostic study, concerning survival, not

disease risk. However, the degree to which risk factors may have been associated with

breast cancer development will be considered through model adjustment and or

stratification. The effects ofknown risk factors such age, age at first menarche, age at

menopause were evaluated in analyses (DeVita, Hellman, & Rosenberg, 2005).

R^tyeSwvivaJ Ratio

to

40

20
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Figure 4. Relative Survival Ratio by Number of Years Since Diagnosis Among

Females in Ontario (Canadian Cancer Society/National Cancer Institute of

Canada, 2007) Modified to Highlight the Relative Survival Ratio at 5, 10, 15 i& 20

Years Following Diagnosis among Breast Cancer Patients in Ontario

2.4.1 Prognostic Indicators

Once a patient has been diagnosed with breast cancer, there are several factors

shown to be associated with survival. These factors are referred to as prognostic

indicators (Cianfrocca & Goldstein, 2004; McGuire, Tandon, Allred, Chamness, &

Clark, 1 990). Several of the well-known prognostic indicators of interest for this

study are discussed below.

2.4.1.1 Tumor Size

Within the ANN group, the strongest predictor of recurrence in many studies

has been tumor size (Verschraegen et al., 2005). Tumor size is generally measured as

the largest cross sectional measurement of the tumor. Increased tumor size has been

associated with increased risk of loco-regional recurrence (LRR) as well as decreased

survival (Buchholz et al., 2002; Rosenberg, Chia, & Plevritis, 2005).

2.4.1.2 Hormone Receptors

Sex hormones, particularly estrogen, are thought to be very important in

breast cancer risk and prognosis (Foster, Henley, Ahamed, & Wimalasena, 2001). As

with other hormones, estrogen and progesterone affect cellular activity and elicit their

mechanism of action via the intermediate action of receptors (McDonnell & Norris,

2002). The receptors act as ligand and DNA binding proteins that interact with

activated hormone receptor elements (HRE) on the DNA that directly modify gene
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expression (Mosselman, Polman, & Dijkema, 1996; O'Malley & Tsai, 1992). Steroid

hormone function results in stimulation ofniRNA production in turn leading to

increased protein synthesis, cellular function and proliferation (Forsyth, 1991; Fuller

& Sugden, 1992). Increased levels of unbound circulating hormones thereby facilitate

increased cell proliferation, which in the presence of genetic errors can lead to the

malignant phenotype (Henderson & Feigelson, 2000). Tumors are thus labeled as ER

and PR negative or positive as their "receptor status".

The knowledge of the action of steroid hormones has led to the successfiil

development and implementation of anti-estrogen adjuvant therapies in the treatment

of breast cancer (Delozier et al., 2000; Foster, Henley, Ahamed, & Wimalasena,

2001). The most common of which, known by the drug names of tamoxifen and

raloxifen are often given to ANN patients as adjuvant therapy (Jordan & Morrow,

1999). Patients with ER and/or PR positive tumors generally have improved survival

as these treatments are able to antagonistically bind with the receptors. This leads to a

reduced level of cellular proliferation and tumor growth. Therefore, patients with ER

and PR negative tumors have been shown to experience reduced short-term survival

(Rakha et al., 2007).

With regards to prognosis in ANN patients, the review of prognostic factors in

ANN breast cancer by Mirza et al. (2002) found contradictory results in those studies

that examined the prognostic significance ofER status on overall long-term survival.

Thus, the significance of ER/PR status on long-term breast cancer-specific survival

was examined in this population to provide fijrther evidence of the role of ER/PR in

the long-term survival ofANN breast cancer patients.
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2.5 The Genetics of Breast Cancer

Extensive research has uncovered many different mutations (both inherited and

acquired) that contribute either alone or in combination to the development of the

cancer and affect survival in breast cancer patients. Many specific mutations in tumor

suppressor genes, oncogenes and DNA repair genes play a role in the complex

development of cancer (King, Kraus, & Aaronson, 1985; Walsh et al., 2006). Further

confirmatory research is necessary in order to identify the influence of these genetic

alterations on survival. This overview will briefly identify the areas where this

analysis aimed to aid in clarifying the equivocal results to date.

2.5.1 Oncogenes

Numerous potential oncogenes, which are naturally existing in the human

genome as proto-oncogenes until activation by carcinogens, have been identified

(Lohrisch & Piccart, 2001; Stehelin, Varmus, Bishop, & Vogt, 1976). The oncogenes

contribute to the development ofmany types of human cancers and in turn affect

disease progression and survival (Weinberg, 2007).

2.5.2 Her-2/neu

The Her-2/neu oncogene is believed to affect breast cancer survival (Ross,

2005). The c-erbp-2 or Her-2/neu oncogene is located on chromosome 17q21 and

encodes for a 1 85 kD transmembrane glycoprotein with tyrosine kinase activity that

fijnctions as a growth factor receptor known as Human Epidermal Growth Factor

Receptor -2 (Her-2/neu) (Schnitt, 2001). Amplification of this oncogene was first

described in human breast cancers by King et al. in 1985 (King, Kraus, & Aaronson,

1985). Following this discovery Slamon et al. (1987) reported that Her-2/neu protein
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is amplified in 30% ofhuman breast tumors (Slamon et al., 1987). The protein

products of the erbB family leads to binding of several peptide growth factors,

resulting in activation of diverse subcellular signal transduction pathways

(Karunagaran et al., 1996). It appears that oncogenic mutations of the gene leads to

the over-expression of these receptors in turn causing excessive cell growth and a lack

of differentiation thereby leading to tumor development and growth (Yamamoto et al.,

1986).

Many studies have concluded that Her-2/neu amplification and over expression

is a significant prognostic factor of adverse outcomes in patients with node positive

disease. Early results found that amplification of Her-2/neu was associated with

reduced survival (Thor et al., 1989) as well as recurrence and progression of disease

(Isaacs, Steams, & Hayes, 2001). Many publications (>200) have since attempted to

validate the prognostic value of Her-2/neu in node positive disease.

The results among node negative disease however, have been much more

equivocal (Schnitt, 2001). In 1991, Rilke et al. found that over-expression of Her-

2/neu correlated with the risk of recurrent disease in ANN patients (Rilke et al., 1991).

In the same year Winstanley concluded that there was no prognostic value

(Winstanley et al., 1991). Conflicting results have continued to accumulate. In a

review of studies of prognostic factors in ANN breast cancer with sample sizes greater

than 200 subjects and more than 5 year of follow-up, Mirza et al. (2002) concluded

that Her-2/neu was not a significant predictor of long-term survival among ANN

patients despite the large number of completed studies, after pooling study esfimates

(Mirza, Mirza, Vlastos, & Singletary, 2002). In an attempt to provide some clarity on
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the discrepancies with the ANN Hterature Yamauchi, Steams & Hayes (2001)

pubhshed a review article discussing Her-2-neu as a predictive factor in breast cancer

and gave specific reasons for the heterogeneity between studies. They cited that the

major problems with most studies were inadequate sample size, retrospective nature

and lack of proper subject selection based on other known prognostic factors

(Yamauchi, Steams, & Hayes, 2001). To date there continues to be conflicting results

and still few studies with proper designs and subject selection. Also, there are few

studies with long-term follow up and estimates of long-term survival. Schmidt el al.

(2005) recently found Her-2/neu amplification to be an independent factor in long-

term prognosis, however, the study had a sample size of only 101 patients. One of the

goals of this study was to provide accurate estimates of long-term risk associated with

the amplification of Her-2-neu, in a well adjusted (relevant covariates measured)

epidemiologic analysis ofANN patients.

2.5.3 Tumor Suppressor Genetics

In the 1970s and 1980s, the involvement of a loss of tumor-suppressor gene

function in tumor formation was discovered (Hollstein, Sidransky, Vogelstein, &

Harris, 1991; Lane, 1992) After a cell had lost the function (through a loss of both

wild-type alleles) of a tumor-suppressor gene, the cell was able to replicate, and

undergo cell division much more rapidly, with much less of cellular control (Payne,

2001; Weinberg, 2007).

2.5.4p53

The allele for the normal autosomal p53 gene is found in almost all

mammalian tissue and encodes for a 53-kD nuclear phosphoprotein involved in the
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control of cell proliferation (Hollstein, Sidransky, Vogelstein, & Harris, 1991). The

accepted function of wild-type p53 action is a transcription factor involved in the

control of cell-cycle progression, DNA integrity and cell survival in cells exposed to

DNA-damaging agents (Lane, 1 992). p53 mutations have been implicated in breast

cancer development as well as prognosis. The International Agency for Research on

Cancer (IARC) reported that approximately 26% of breast cancer cases in their

database displayed evidence ofp53 mutation (Olivier et al., 2002). With regards to

breast cancer prognosis and p53 mutations, a meta-analysis was conducted that

presented results stratified by node-status. Of the 3 studies that were uncovered

among ANN patients, two found independent prognostic significance and one found a

null association. The overall the pooled estimate reflected a decrease in breast-cancer

specific survival associated with mutation (HR, 1.7, 95% C.I. (1.2-2.3) (Pharoah, Day,

& Caldas, 1 999). Further results have indicated that among early stage patients, p53 is

a significant prognostic marker for survival (multivariate HR 9.1, 95% C.I. 1.9-45)

(Linjawi, Kontogiannea, Halwani, Edwardes, & Meterissian, 2004). The results of

these studies have been limited by their small sample sizes, in turn producing large

confidence intervals, and a lack of long-term follow-up. This study aimed to improve

the understanding of the influence ofp53 on long-term breast cancer survival.

2.5.5 Combinations ofBiological Markers

In the review of the discrepancies among the results of prognostic studies

examining HER2-neu, (Yamauchi, Steams, & Hayes, 2001) one of the justifications

for the heterogeneity between studies is that different investigations present results

with varying prognostic factor subgroups and stratification. Several combinations of
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factors have been identified as significant in various studies, particularly ER status and

Her-2 (Tsutsui et al., 2003) as well as p53 and Her-2/neu (Beenken et al., 2001; Bull et

al., 2004; Sjogren, Inganas, Lindgren, Holmberg, & Bergh, 1998). This study

collected data measuring several prognostic factors. In order to maximize the utility

of the data, the various combinations of factors were investigated. We attempted to

identify interactions among long-term prognostic factors that may have been clinically

significant. Also, among biological/genetic subgroups, the role of SES factors were

examined and are addressed in following sections.

2.6 The Role of Socioeconomic Status in the Long-Term Survival of Breast

Cancer Patients

It has been stated that the social conditions in which one lives can drastically

alter and affect one's health (Evans, 1994; Freeman, 1989; Haan, Kaplan, & Camacho,

1 987; Link & Phelan, 1 995). This perspective suggests that our social networks,

financial resources, physical environments, daily lifestyles, occupation, education and

many other factors provide the means as well as the infrastructure to differentially

optimize health through various mechanisms. The differences in these resources in

turn lead to stratification in the health of a population based on the dispersion of social

and economic resources (Krieger, Williams, & Moss, 1997). The stratification

provides the ability for some individuals to avoid exposure to noxious environments

and/or the means to buffer these exposures (Kogevinas & Porta, 1 997). The

differences are constantly affecting health through differential education, knowledge,

support and the means to protect health and prevent disease on a daily basis through

various activities, for example, healthy diet and regular exercise (Auvinen &
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Karjalainen, 1997). Those individuals with less resources and support will thereby

experience worse health outcomes than their counterparts at higher points across the

SES spectrum. This differential in health outcomes is thus the result of a cumulative

product of daily environments and choices enabled by one's SES.

This association between SES and cancer survival has been observed in several

studies using varying measures of SES. In 1977, a study showed that economic status

had a significant influence on cancer survival among a population in Iowa resulting

from differential access to health care (Berg, Ross, & Latourette, 1 977). Following

these findings, work by Punch (1986) hypothesized that the discrepancies in survival

among SES strata included the biological and nutritional factors associated with

varying levels of SES (Punch, 1986). To date, many studies have been done building

upon such previous studies in an attempt to further explore and understand this

association. A recent review of the literature describing the associations between SES

and cancer survival completed between 1995-2005 reviewed 38 large studies using

various measures of SES (Woods, Rachet, & Coleman, 2006). The conclusion was

that the protective effect of increased SES on cancer survival (several sites including

breast cancer) was robust despite variations in measurement of SES and the

populations studied. There have been several Canadian studies to date (included in the

aforementioned meta-analysis). The largest studies completed by Mackillop et. al,

(1997), Gorey et al., (1997), (1998), (2000), (2000), (2003), & Boyd et al (1999) have

all used ecologic measures collected from government databases (Boyd, Zhang-

Salomons, Groome, & Mackillop, 1999; Gorey et al., 1997; Gorey et al., 2000a,

2000b; Gorey, Holowaty, Laukkanen, Pehringer, & Richter, 1998; Gorey, Kliewer,
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Holowaty, Laukkanen, & Ng, 2003; Mackillop, Zhang-Salomons, Groome, Paszat, &

Holowaty, 1997). The studies employed the population database of all cancer

diagnoses (5-year periods) from the OCR and linked the survival data with income

data from Canadian census databases. These studies all found significantly reduced

mortality among individuals of higher SES (the studies used different measures

(Gorey - poverty & low income threshold, Mackillop & Boyd - median household

Income)) among several types of cancer including cancer of the breast. These studies

had the strength of large sample sizes. Also, the well organized government databases

gave them convenient access to a large number of different disease sites across the

entire province. However, the studies were limited by the ecological nature of their

data. The OCR does not collect information on stage at diagnosis, treatment received

or other important individual clinical characteristics as collected in our study. The

review study by Woods (2006) and several published reviews by the International

Association for Research on Cancer (Auvinen & Karjalainen, 1997) have cited that the

evidence from the ecological studies is consistent and clear, however, these types of

studies cannot explain the reasons for the SES-survival differences. The authors

concluded that fiirther study into the causes of the SES-survival differences was

required. Using the knowledge obtained from previous studies worldwide, and the

research conducted to date in Ontario, our study aimed to examine the influence of

various community-based measures of SES on long-term survival. Our study aimed to

better describe a patient's SES position in society than has been previously completed

among studies in Ontario using several different SES indicators. We also attempted to
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determine whether factors other than median household income are good predictors of

survival among an Ontario population with a universal health care system.

Recent research has begun to address the mechanisms by which SES affects

cancer survival in Ontario. A study of laryngeal cancer was able to examine whether

differences in stage at diagnosis could explain a portion of the effects of SES.

Although the risk estimates did decrease when adjusted for stage, the effects of SES

on survival remained significant. This suggests that SES was affecting survival by a

mechanism other than creating a differential in the severity of disease at diagnosis as

measured by stage (Groome et al., 2006). The importance of examining the potential

role of stage differences at diagnosis has been highlighted in review studies by Woods

et al. (2006) and Auvinen et al. (1997). Specific to Ontario, this potential explanation

has been under examined due to the limitations of registry data provided for ecological

studies. Studies have found biological differences in tumor characteristics across SES

groups (Macleod et al., 2000; Thomson, Hole, Twelves, Brewster, & Black, 2001),

however, others have not observed any differences (Camon et al., 1994). This

hypothesis reflects the question of whether SES can fundamentally alter the process of

carcinogenesis by examining whether those individuals of lower SES have

biologically different or more advanced disease at diagnosis. Inversely, if SES does

not alter the biology of the cancer, it suggests that SES changes the way in which

people access care, possibly by having a longer period between disease onset and

diagnosis or by undergoing less screening. Specific to breast cancer, stage is inversely

related to patient delay in seeking care (Richards, Smith, Ramirez, Fentiman, &

Rubens, 1999). Thus, examining the role of stage and other patient specific clinical
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markers in the SES-cancer survival association is important in this population. Our

study elaborated upon this hypothesis and used individual level clinical data to adjust

for stage, age, histopathologic grade and treatment when examining SES and survival.

2.6.1 SES and Non-Breast Cancer-Specific Survival

Women with ANN breast cancer have a relatively positive prognosis. This

leads to a large proportion ofANN patients dying of conditions other than breast

cancer, also known as 'competing causes' of death. There have been no published

studies located to date that have focused on the association between SES and

competing causes of death among ANN breast cancer patients in Canada. This study

collected data on competing causes of death and competing cause survival. The

effects of SES indicators on competing causes survival in our population were

examined. This hypothesis is relevant to a large population ofANN patients in

Ontario where many patients will not die of breast cancer.

Research Questions

In order to achieve the multifaceted aims of this study and address the issues

presented in the previous literature review, the following research questions were

addressed:

1

)

What are the 5, 1 & 1 5-year overall survival estimates of the cohort?

2) What are the 5, 1 «& 1 5-year probabilities of:

a) Breast cancer-specific death?

b) Death due to competing causes?

3) How do the molecular and clinical markers of interest affect long-term

survival? How do the following factors affect breast cancer-specific survival
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over the entire observation period? Do the markers affect short-term (<5

years) and/or long-term (>5 years) breast cancer-specific survival differently?

Are the effects independent when examined in multivariate models?

4) Are there any significant interactions among combinations of the above

markers affecting survival?

5) What SES indicators are associated with breast-cancer specific and competing

cause survival over the entire observation period? Do the SES indicators affect

short-term (<5 years) and long-term (>5 years) survival differently? Are the

effects of SES indicators independent of stage at diagnosis and treatment?

6) Are there any significant interactions among SES indicators that together affect

survival?

7) Are there any interactions among SES indicators and clinical/molecular that

combine to affect breast cancer-specific or competing cause survival?
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CHAPTER 111 - METHODS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the study methods and design. The methods of

obtaining patient consent, data collection and synthesis, as well as specific

measurements are outlined. The chapter concludes with a description of the specific

analytic strategies that were used within the study to address the research questions

presented in the previous chapter.

3.2 Study Design and Context

This project was derived from a longitudinal cohort study that was conducted

at Mt. Sinai Hospital, led by researchers at the Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute

within the Toronto University Health Network. We obtained additional patient

outcome data from the OCR of Cancer Care Ontario to elongate the follow-up period

of the initial study. The original study collected a wide array of pathologic and

clinical data to determine the effects of specific growth factors (particularly Her-2/neu

and p53 mutation) on loco-regional recurrence of disease in ANN patients. We

appended SES and outcome data collected from the OCR and 2001 Canadian census

data to the pathology and laboratory data originally collected within the study.

Additional data were appended in order to obtain a better understanding of the

independent and interactive effects of genetic alterations and environmental/social

measures in the long-term survival among ANN patients.

3.2.1 Original Cohort

The original incident cohort study began in 1987 at the Samuel Lunenfeld

Research Institute and the Department of Medical Oncology of Mount Sinai Hospital
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in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The original study protocol called for the recruitment of

approximately 1 000 ANN cases with tumor samples for molecular analyses, however,

additional subjects (1 653) were enrolled in the study. Several analyses in this study

contain data for these 1 653 individuals, however, for SES and genetic/molecular

related analyses (to be addressed in subsequent sections) there are reduced sample

sizes. Several patients (33.7%) did not provide accurate or adequate address data for

linkage to be completed (sample for SES data 1096), however, the remaining sample

is still greater than the original sample size proposed due to initial oversampling.

Also, despite best efforts to obtain adequate tumor samples from all patients, several

tumors were either not large enough to perform laboratory analyses following clinical

staging, or the samples used did not provide clear results in laboratory examination.

Thus, analyses of genetic molecular markers contained data for 505 patients (30.6% of

intial 1653 subjects).

Original ethics approval was obtained from all of the 8 initial participating

hospital sites (Mount Sinai Hospital, Women's College Hospital, Toronto Western

Division Hospital, Credit Valley Hospital, St. Joseph's Health Centre, North York

General Hospital, Toronto General Hospital, Toronto East General) through the

University Health Network. The most recent ethics approval from the University

Health Network and Mount Sinai Hospital Research Ethics Boards are included in

Appendix - 1

.

3.2.2 Patient Recruitment

Patient accrual began in 1 987 and continued until 1 999. At the culmination of

the study, the majority of the patients had been referred from Mount Sinai Hospital
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and North York General Hospital. In order to recruit oncologists and surgeons to refer

patients to the study, investigators sent out study information sheets to the different

clinical sites for review (sample information sheets are found in Appendix - 2). Upon

agreement to assist in subject recruitment, the clinicians from the 8 clinical sites

referred interested patients to the study manager for further information.

3.2.3 Patient Consent

Upon surgeon referral, (form found in Appendix - 3) the acting study manager

obtained initial verbal consent via telephone communication. Written consent was then

obtained via forms sent in the mail. A copy of the patient consent form is included in

Appendix - 4.

3.3 Data Collection

The acting study manager completed standardized data collection forms (full

data collection forms are found in Appendix - 5) at the time of patient entry. Patient

demographic and medical history forms were completed from medical records sent

from the participating hospitals. Pathology data was collected using forms created to

standardize the information contained within the various pathology reports from the

multiple participating centers. The study medical oncologist (Dr. Martin E.

Blackstein) verified all tumor pathology data upon collection for consistency. Patient

follow-up was conducted by study managers on a minimum yearly basis, often more

frequently, depending on the patients' condition. If a patient was lost, either to follow-

up or to death, this information was collected in an "off-study" form. Causes of death

were verified by the study oncologist (a copy of the Off-Study form is found in

Appendix - 6). The information from the original data collection is known as the
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NEU-ONCO database. The updated database with census level SES and OCR data

will be referred to as PHASEll.

The current study (PHASEII) was concerned with collecting new outcome

data for patients that had been previously accrued by the original study process. This

was completed through the use of the OCR. The registry collects data from pathologic

reports, electronic patient records, electronic hospital discharge records and electronic

reports of deaths from the Registrar General of Ontario. Probabilistic linkage is then

used to reconcile the data sources into a central database to be used for epidemiologic

purposes (E. Holowaty, 1998).

In order to obtain the data, a request for data collection form was completed (a

copy of data collection forms are contained in Appendix - 7) and submitted to Cancer

Care Ontario with copies of the original study protocol and ethics approval (contained

in Appendices -
1 ,2). Data were provided via linkage identifiers as outlined in OCR

data acquisition guidelines. New data were then appended in the main database in the

Access^" (Microsoft, Seattle WA, 2003) platform using patient ID numbers as the

linking variable.

This study (PHASEII) also aimed to determine the role of SES status in patient

outcomes and survival. SES data were obtained from 2001 Canadian census data.

Patient's addresses and postal codes were used through geo-coding in order to identify

enumeration area and census subdivision area level data on specific measures to be

discussed in subsequent sections. These data were also appended to the database

using patient ID numbers in Microsoft Access™ (Microsoft, Seattle WA, 2003).
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3.4 Sample

Study eligibility was determined using 1 1 exclusion criteria. The form to

determine study eligibility is found in Appendix - 5. If any of the following

statements were true in describing a patient, they were considered ineligible:

1

.

No specimen provided

2. No axillary dissection

3. Less than 4 nodes biopsied

4. Positive nodes

5. Benign breast disease

6. Carcinoma in Situ (CIS)

7. Distant metastasis (M 1

)

8. Age>75

9. Previous breast malignancy

1 0. Other, specify (e.g. previous cancer other than melanoma)

11

.

No consent

Eligibility was determined following post-operative staging where patients

were staged according to the TNM classification system (refer to Chapter 2).

3.5 Measurements

3.5.1 SES Indicators

During patient interviews, the study manager completed standardized data

collection forms to obtain a broad range of information such as patient addresses,

contact information as well as date of birth and study entry. PHASEII of this study

collected additional data using the patient information to geo-code community level
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SES data from the Canadian census databases (Statistics Canada, 2001). Patient

addresses and postal codes were linked by a trained geographer/geo-coder from the

Niagara Public Health Unit using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software to

collect the SES indicators of interest using spatial linkage. Each patient was thus

provided a measure for the various SES indicators discussed subsequently based on

the value given to the enumeration area (EA) or census subdivision (CSD) in the

database in which they resided at the time of diagnosis. For those individuals with

high precision matches on their postal codes the SES indicator was matched to an EA

(median population approximately 700 individuals), while lower precision matches

were based on addresses at the level of the CSD (median population of approximately

2000) (Statistics Canada, 1996). This method has been previously applied in studies

conducted in Canada, the US and the UK provides this study a relatively accurate and

cost-effective method obtaining an estimate of subject SES within the population

under examination (Boyd, Zhang-Salomons, Groome, & Mackillop, 1 999; Gorey et

al., 1997; Merkin, Stevenson, & Powe, 2002; Ward et al., 2004). Neighbourhood level

SES indicators taken from the Canadian census have shown to be adequate measures

of individual and household level measures of SES (Mustard, Derksen, Berthelot, &

Wolfson, 1999).

This analysis employed multiple SES indicator variables as previous analyses

have shown that the associations are affected by the choice of measures (Zhang-

Salomons, Qian, Holowaty, & Mackillop, 2006). Median income (individual and

household) wass utilized as they have been shown to be significant predictors of health

outcomes including cancer-specific survival (Chapter 2). Several other measures or
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indictors of SES were evaluated including the "incidence" of low income in the census

area, the proportion of individuals in the census areas having a university education,

the predominant type of housing lived in (single detached home versus other), the

employment rate, and the types of occupation (managerial, primary industry or

manufacturing). It should be noted that the "incidence" provided is not actually a

proper measure of incidence, however, this is the nomenclature provided by Statistics

Canada. Several of these measures are presented as proportions of the individuals

meeting these criteria in the census areas. In order to examine the relationships

between SES indicators and survival, many of the variables were further categorized

from continuous into dichotomous measures (examining both the mean and median as

a threshold to test for the best relationship), quintiles and/or deciles. Indicators were

first examined continuously for effects, then were categorized and examined

dichotomously, as quintiles, and as deciles for measures of income. Relationships

with survival were examined graphically and tested using indicator variables in

regression models. The best fit categorizations were chosen based on regression

results and from the appearance of Kaplan Meier Plots (a fiill list of plots for all

attempted categorizations is found in Appendix - 9). The proportion of individuals

with a university education, living in a single detached home, and the "incidence" of

low income were modeled dichotomously in hypothesis testing (with breast cancer-

specific and competing cause survival) using the median as the cut-point. A value of

25% was chosen as the threshold for the dichotomization of the "incidence" of low

income. This distribution created a clearer relationship with survival than when using

the mean or median. The dichotomizations chosen appeared to provide a threshold
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effect and the use of quintile indicator variables or continuous measures provided no

additional explanatory ability or indication of a linear trend of effect. Employment

rate was modeled in quintiles for breast cancer-specific survival analyses and

dichotomously using the median for competing cause survival analyses. The

relationships appeared to be best categorized in this manner. An indicator variable

entitled "living in an affluent neighbourhood" was created to represent those

individuals living in census areas in the top quintile ofmedian household income.

This cut point was chosen based on empirical investigations of the data. It was only

the highest quintile that was associated with survival in comparison to the rest of the

population.

SES measures often show a high level of correlation, however, it was of

interest to this study to test if multiple SES indicators can be used simultaneously

(while avoiding collinearity) as they may provide independent predictive potential.

3.5.2 Clinical Information

The NEU-ONCO study collected clinical and pathologic data such as whether

the cancer was invasive/infiltrating, whether there was a specific subtype, and whether

there was vascular and lymphatic invasion. The size of the tumor (three dimensional

measurement with largest dimension used) and whether resection margins were

involved were also measured. Tumor size was grouped into quintiles for easier

interpretafion of results in analyses. Finally, specific pathological measurements were

taken such as histopathologic grade (modeled as an ordinal variable, (grade I, II, III),

nuclear grade and the site of the tumor were all recorded, given a numerical value,

with an increased number corresponding to increased severity.
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Patient age at diagnosis was categorized using two different formats. The first

classification created groups of patients that were greater and less than 40 years of age

at diagnosis. This was done in order to test whether those very young patients had

significantly different biological/clinical characteristics of disease than the rest of the

population. The second created groups of patients that were less than 50 years of age,

between 50 and 65 years of age and greater than 65 years of age at diagnosis. This

provided a better balance of patients into age groups for analyses, as well as biological

homogeneity among groups with regard to menopausal status and easier interpretation

of results.

In order to determine the ER/PR status of a tumor, pathologists used

immunohistochemistry techniques to determine whether a higher concentration of the

receptors was present. In analyses ER/PR were modeled in four groups of ER+/PR+,

ER+/PR-, ER-/PR+ and ER-/PR-, with ER+/PR+ as the reference group. To determine

the status of Her-2/neu/erbB2 amplification, frozen tumor samples were used to

extract DNA by the techniques published in the Cold Spring Harbor Report, Molecular

Cloning: A Laboratory Manual (Maniatis, 1989). Tumors that exhibited a two-fold or

greater increase in copy number relative to the established controls were considered

amplified. Her-2 amplification was modeled as having amplification versus not in

analyses. p53 mutafion analysis was performed using single-strand conformation

polymorphism (SSCP) that binds a primer to amplify the desired region ofDNA using

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The different forms of the DNA regions were

then separated and visualized using gel electrophoresis. The sequences of each primer

set used to amplify exons 5 to 9 were taken from Ozcelik et al. 1995 (Ozcelik &
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Andrulis, 1995). Three new sets of primers were designed for amplification of exons

4 and 1 0. The DNA reactions were performed and then the samples underwent

Taqman PCR reactions. The PCR products were then electrophoresed on a native

polyacrylamide gel. Mutational sequence alterations were detected by

electrophorectic mobility shifts on SSCP gels (Bull et al., 2004). p53 was modeled as

those with mutations versus not or "wild-type".

3.5.3 Adjuvant Treatment

The NEU-ONCO study recorded the various patient adjuvant treatment

courses. If a patient received radiotherapy, the field of treatment and the amount of

rads applied were noted. If a patient received chemotherapy, the name of the drug was

noted with the cumulative dosage (mg/m^) and the durafion or number of cycles of

therapy was recorded. Ifhormonal therapy was given, as for chemotherapy, the name

of the drug, dosage and duration were recorded. There were also data collected on the

duration between surgery and first course of adjuvant treatment. Treatment

informafion was compiled and treatment modalities were modeled dichotomously as

having had a treatment type versus not in analyses.

3.5.4 Survival Outcomes

This study examined survival using two different measures; disease specific

survival referred to in this study as breast cancer-specific survival and competing

cause survival. Breast cancer specific survival measures the length of survival for

only those who die from breast cancer. Competing cause survival is a measure of the

length of survival for all those patients that die fi-om competing causes other than the

primary disease of interest in this cohort (breast cancer). For these measures any
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subjects that did not die of the mortaHty cause of interest were right-hand censored in

their survival observations. These different measures were calculated using two

sources; the cause and date of death recorded in the off-study forms (Appendix - 7),

and the cause and date of death from the OCR.

Several patients left the study before an event (lost to follow up), due to

unforeseen reasons such as moving away from the research centre. Also, the study

culminated before an event was observed for a large number of patients. These

individuals were marked with a '0' value for the censoring variable. Censored

subjects have a survival time calculated as the amount of time from entrance to the

study to either their departure, or culmination of the observation period (Parmar,

1995).

3.6 Analytic Strategy '' •<.<

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS® (SAS V9.1 ; SAS Institute Inc,

Gary NC USA) and STATA® software packages (STATA 9; STATAcorp., College

Park TX USA). The various data sources were appended using the Microsoft

Access™ (Microsoft, Seattle WA, 2003) database management platform, linking the

tables by the unique subject ID. Before undergoing hypothesis testing, standard data

cleaning procedures were undertaken. Measures of dispersion and central tendency

were calculated in order to determine whether transformations of variables from linear

format were required to properly describe and test associations. Several variable

transformations (dichotomizations, grouping into quantiles) were performed in order

to best capture the relationship between indicator variables and the measures of

survival. These characterizations are described in previous sections (SES & Clinical
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Variables). Using the new variables, separate analyses were performed to ensure that

participants with any missing data were not significantly different than the rest of the

study population thereby creating an inherent selection bias.

Questions 1&2: 5, 10 & 15 year survival probabilities ofthe cohort

The period-specific survival estimates were calculated using life table

analyses. The person year method was employed using the actuarial methods of Feuer

et al., 1993 as well as using Kaplan Meier methods (Kaplan & Meier, 1958). For each

of the survival outcomes of interest, separate life-tables were calculated so that each

subject is recorded as either having an event '
1

' or not '0' in that time period. Life

tables were created using 1-year survival periods and the survival probabilities at 5, 10

& 15 years were highlighted. Also, Nelson-Aalen plots were constructed in order to

graphically present the cumulative hazard of dying due to breast cancer or competing

causes over the observation period of the study.

Question 3: The influence ofthe molecular and clinical markers collectedfor this

study on long-term breast cancer specific survival

In order to answer this research question, univariate survival analyses were

conducted using Kaplan Meier and life table calculaUons examining the effects across

the strata of each clinical marker; 1) Her-2/neu/erbB2, 2) p53, 3) ER 4) PR 5) lympho-

vascular invasion, 6) stage and 7) histopathologic grade. Kaplan Meier procedures (a

method of survival analysis based on product limit estimates) allowed for the

calculation of survival probabilities at given points in time as well as cumulative
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survival probability (Kaplan & Meier, 1958). It allowed for the creation of step-

function survival plots, enabling graphical representations of the influence of different

markers and combinations of markers on survival. Log-rank and Wilcoxon tests were

conducted in order to test for statistical significance between survival curves. Both

tests were used, as they are differentially sensitive to differences among time strata as

the Log-rank test is more sensitive to late differences, where the Wilcoxon, being a

weighted sum statistic is sensitive to early differences (Allison, 1995).

Multivariate analyses of the effects of the clinical markers on survival were

also conducted through the use ofCox proportional hazards model. The Cox model

allowed for examination of the effects of multiple dichotomous or categorical

predictors on survival, by producing hazard ratios (Cox, 1972). These models were

adjusted for several variables including age and stage at diagnosis as well as treatment

modalities in order to avoid potential spurious associations. Attempts were made to

create parsimonious association models of breast cancer-specific survival and

competing cause survival based on previous literature, a priori knowledge and

univariate results. A final model of breast cancer-specific survival was created

including the group of clinical and SES indicator variables that displayed the strongest

associations with breast cancer-specific survival. This was completed using

significance values for variable parameter esUmates as well as the -2Loglikelihood test

for overall model strength. Figure 5 presents a schematic diagram of the measures of

interest in this study and how the relationships of interest were addressed in analyses.

Survival analyses were also separated into survival periods of less than and

greater than 5 years after diagnosis. This was done in order to examine whether the
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variables of interest were associated with short and/or long-term survival. This was

completed for the short term period by removing all those subjects with an event or

those that were lost-to follow-up after 5 years. For the long-term period, all those with

an event, or that were lost-to-follow up before 5 years after diagnosis were removed.

Question 4: The presence ofany interactions among clinical/molecular markers

To properly address this question, several steps were completed. In order to

test for interactions, new variables were created by multiplying variables of interest

together to create interaction terms (e.g. Tumor size* ER status). Also, effect

estimates of suspected interacting variables were examined among the different strata

of the interactive variable. The terms were entered into the Cox models along with the

main effects terms used to create the term to examine for a level of significance. Wald

statistics of the interaction term parameter estimate and the -2Log Likelihood values

of the models were examined to indicate a significant multiplicative interaction.

Question 5: The influence ofsocioeconomicfactors/indicators on breast-cancer

specific and competing cause survival

To determine whether significant relafionships exist, univariate Kaplan Meier

and life table methods as well as Cox proportional hazards models were again utilized.

Separate models were created for breast-cancer specific and compefing cause survival.

Univariate models were first created with each of the selected SES indicator variables

(categorized as previously discussed) as the primary predictor variables of interest.

Attempts were made to create parsimonious multivariate models and to determine
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which factors were associated with the survival outcomes following adjustment for

important clinical and biological factors. Multiple SES predictors were entered into

the models simultaneously to observe whether they contained independent predictive

ability. In doing so, attempts were made to avoid the effects of collinearity by

examining variation in the regression standard errors to observe any large changes

between models. In order to test whether differences in stage at diagnosis are

mediating the SES-survival association, separate models were created both adjusted

and unadjusted for stage. Differences in effect estimates of SES indicators were

recorded. Survival analyses were also separated into survival periods of less than and

greater than 5 years after diagnosis using the methods described in Question 3.

Questions 6 & 7: The presence ofany interactions among SES indicators and/or

clinicalfactors on long-term survival

If any significant changes were observed in model estimates upon the addition

of covariates in question 5, than two-way interactions among predictor variables and

survival outcomes were tested. Variables were created in the same manner as

described in research question 4.

In addition, the population was examined among the different strata of those

individuals with certain clinical factors such as stage, p53 & Her-2/neu. Kaplan Meier

tests as well as Cox proportional hazards models were performed among those

different biologically homogenous strata. The influence of SES factors was examined

to observe whether these factors moderate survival across these strata.
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It should be noted that multivariate analyses of breast cancer specific-survival

were adjusted for covariates known to affect the progression of breast cancer-specific

survival such as stage of disease and adjuvant treatment. However, specific models

were created both adjusted and unadjusted for stage to evaluate the extent to which

stage differences can explain the effects of SES on survival. All multivariate

modeling was completed using a priori hypotheses laid out in previous chapters and by

including the significant predictors fi^om univariate testing. Significance was

determined as P<0.05 and all tests were two-sided. An interaction was determined to

be significant if the interaction term reached a level of P<0.1
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Prognostic Factors

Legend

Known
Associatiofi

Hypodiesized

Association

>,

BRCA Survival

Figure 5. Flow Chart of Planned Associations to be Addressed Displaying

Prognostic Factors of Interest to Hypothesis Testing and Model Adjustment
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CHAPTER IV- RESULTS

4.1 Population Demographics

1653 subjects with a mean age of 56.8 (SD 1 1.3), 65.4% of which were

postmenopausal, met the study eligibility criteria. For SES related analyses, data were

available for 1096 subjects (66.3%) and for 505 subjects (30.6%) in genetic analyses.

The population characteristics are provided in Table 3 among the different samples.

The characteristics were similar across sub-groups.

Table 3. Population Characteristics





were linked using high precision spatial linkage sites (values are representative of

roughly 700 individuals in the denominator for high precision vs. 2000 individuals for

low precision). The average median individual income of the census areas was

$28,761 (SD $10,029) and the average median household income was $69,205 (SD

$35,341). The average employment rate in the subjects" census areas was 62%. On

average a higher proportion of people in the subjects' census areas were employed in

managerial type occupations (15%) than in primary industry (1%) and/or

Table 4. Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Population Talien From the

2001 Canadian Census

Variable Mean SD Minimum Maximum

n=1096

Total population (living in census area)

Median individual income

Median household income

"Incidence" of low/ income (%)

Employment rate (%)

Proportion in managerial positions

Proportion in primary industry jobs

Proportion in processing & manufacturing jobs

Proportion living in a single detached house

Proportion with a university education

Average value of dwelling $308,599 $176,658 $68,527 $1,574,680

*Values represent the average response for individuals living in the census area in which the

subject resided at the time of diagnosis

The average value of the dwellings in the areas where subjects resided was $308,599

(SD, $176,657) and an average of49% of the people in the areas lived in single

detached homes. A map containing the census areas in Ontario that were linked to

patient addresses for data analysis is shown in Figure 6.
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In order to examine the relationships between SES indicators and survival,

many of the variables were further categorized from continuous into dichotomous

measures (examining both the mean and median as a threshold to test for the best

relationship), quintiles and/or deciles (process to determine best variable choice is

described in section 3.5.2). To re-iterate, the dichotomizations and categorizations

chosen created a clearer relationship with survival where continuous measures

provided no indication of a linear trend of effect based on logistic regression outputs

using indicator variables. The proportion of individuals with a university education,

living in a single detached home, and the "incidence" of low income were modeled

dichotomously in hypothesis testing (with breast cancer-specific and competing cause

survival) using the median as the cut-point. A value of25% was chosen as the

threshold for the dichotomization of the "incidence" of low income. Employment rate

was modeled in quintiles for breast cancer-specific survival analyses, and

dichotomously using the median for competing cause survival analyses as the

relationships. A variable entitled "living in an affluent neighbourhood" was created to

represent those individuals living in census areas in the top quintile of median

household income. The characterizations used and mean values of income quantiles

are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5. Categorizations of Census Derived Socioeconomic Indicators of the

Population Used in Analyses

Variables
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Figure 6. Geographic Distribution within Ontario of Patient Census Areas Used in

Data Linkage
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4.2 Clinical Characteristics

Subjects that were included in the study population displayed no lymphatic

invasion, no axillary nodal involvement, and were diagnosed with stage I or II disease

at diagnosis. When histopathologic grade was determined at diagnosis, 19.6% were

grade 1, 35.8% were grade II and 24.9% were grade III. The other 19.8% did not

undergo complete grading and were marked as not-graded or unknown. The average

number of lymph nodes removed at the time of diagnosis was 1 1 .9 (SD 4.8). Only

1 .3% of cases had signs of vascular invasion at diagnosis. Of those individuals with

genetic information (n=505), a higher proportion of patients over the age of40 at

diagnosis displayed Her-2/neu amplification. While a higher proportion of those

under the age of 40 at diagnosis had p53 mutations (21/41) vs. (109/455) (P=0.0004).

Full clinical characteristics are found in Table 6.

Patients that were very young at diagnosis (<40 years of age) generally showed

signs of advanced disease at diagnosis, including a significantly higher proportion of

cases with stage II disease, and histopathologic grade III tumors (p<.0001). In turn,

those very young patients were treated differently, having more nodes removed at

diagnosis (p=0.0015). Also, significantly more young patients were treated with

chemotherapy (p<.0001) and radiation therapy (trend to significant (p=0.052)).
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Table 6. Clinical Characteristics of the Population at Diagnosis.

Variable

Total

population

N (%) Mean, SD

Stage

I

II

III & IV

1193(72.2)

460 (27.8)

0(0)

Largest tumor diameter (cm) 1.8, 1.2

Histopathologic Grade

G1 - well differentiated

G2 - poorly differentiated

G3 - undifferentiated

GX - cannot be assessed

324(19.6)

591(35.8)

41 1 (24.9)

327(19.8)

Lymphovascular invasion

(% yes)

Number of nodes removed

0(0)

11.9,4.8

Vascular invasion (% yes) 22(1.3)

p53 positive (n=496)

homozygous wild type

heterozygous

homozygous mutation

366 (73.8)

110(22.2)

20 (4.0)

Her-2 amplification (n=501) 97(19.4)

Chemotherapy

Radiation therapy

Hormonal therapy

229(13.9)

1138(68.8)

783 (47.4)

*p values from x2 test

tp value from t-test
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4.3 Survival

4.3.1 Cause ofDeath

Cause of death was determined to be from breast cancer if either the original

study or the OCR had Hsted breast cancer as the cause of death. In total there were

166 breast cancer-specific deaths during the follow-up of this cohort. All other types

of mortality were classified as deaths due to competing causes. There were 157 deaths

due to competing causes during the follow-up period. Table 7 shows the different

causes of death classification fi-om the two sources used in this study. It depicts how

deaths were categorized into groups for analysis (light shaded squares were analyzed

as breast cancer deaths, dark shaded squares were analyzed as deaths due to competing

causes). It also highlights the events that were not caught by the NEU-ONCO study

Table 7. Causes ofDeath and Mortality Classification
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and added by PHASEIl study data collection (additional data added from the OCR).

In total 24 additional deaths were collected from the OCR (asterisks in Table 7). Of

the 87 patients that were lost-to-follow-up during the observation period, 1 1 were

located using the registry. Those patients lost-to-follow up without a cause of death

were censored in the same manner as those with no death information. The effects of

lost-to-follow-up on the results were examined through a technique known as reverse

censoring. Lost-to-follow-up individuals were treated as events of interest and plotted

over the observation period using Kaplan Meier methods (Figure 9.3 ofAppendix -

9). No significant clustering of lost-to-follow-up was observed and lost-to-follow-up

was not associated with neighbourhood affluence or stage. Thus, the effects of lost-to-

follow-up on the results was likely negligible.

4.3.2 Survival Duration

Survival data was truncated (or right-hand censored) as of August 1^' 2004, as

instructed by the Senior Consultant for the OCR. This date was provided as data

quality could be ensured to this date at the time of data acquisition (E. J. Holowaty,

2007). The mean survival time from diagnosis was 13.9 years for breast cancer-

specific survival and 14.3 for competing cause survival in the cohort for non-censored

individuals (median survival times were not available as not enough events occurred).

Life tables with 1 -year intervals are displayed for breast cancer-specific and

competing cause survival with probabilities at 5, 10 and 15 years bolded {Tables 8 &

9). Following each life table is the corresponding stepwise Kaplan Meier plot

{Figures 7-8). The 5, 10 and 15-year survival probabilities due to breast cancer were

0.955, 0.909 and 0.879 respectively, while the 5, 10 and 15-year survival
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Table 8. Life Table of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival in 1-year Intervals
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Table 9. Life Table of Competing Cause Survival in 1-year Intervals
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probabilities due to competing causes were 0.976, 0.924 and 0.886. Overall survival

probabilities (all cause survival) for 5, 10, 15 years were 0.933, 0.839, 0.779. (Kaplan

Meier survival function plot for all cause survival is found in Figure 9.)

1,

I

10
Time (years)

15 20

95% a Survivor function

Figure 9. Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of All Cause Survival (Years) with 95%

Confidence Intervals

4.3.3 Survival Hazards

Cumulative survival hazard was examined using Nelson-Aalen plots for breast

cancer-specific survival and competing cause survival {Figures 10-11). The hazard of

breast cancer-specific death in this cohort is not constant over time, as indicated by the

deviation from a straight line in Figure 10. The hazard appears to decrease following

an initial increase approximately 2 years after diagnosis. With regards to competing

cause survival {Figure 11), the hazard appears to increase over time (marked by the

upward curve in Nelson-Aalen plot) with the greatest increase happening near the end

of observation as subjects are ageing. It should be noted that there is a broadening of
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the confidence intervals as the length of follow-up increases. This is likely

attributable to a smaller number of events and decreasing sample size. This may be a

reason for the deviation from the linear trends observed towards the end of follow-up.
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4.4 Predictors of Survival

4.4.1 Breast Cancer-Specific Survival

From univariate significance tests displayed in Table 10, all clinical markers of

interest (with the exception of Her-2/neu) were significantly associated with breast

cancer-specific survival. A flail list of Kaplan Meier survival plots for all variables is

found in Appendix - 9. The significant predictors were almost identical in life table

methods (Log-Rank test significance values) as in Cox Proportional Hazard

Regression Models {Table 11). In univariate regression models of the whole

observation period, advanced stage at diagnosis (stage II vs. I)(HR 2.24, 95% CI, 1.65,

3.10) (Kaplan Meier plot shown in Figure 12), increasing histopathologic grade (HR

1.91, 95% CI 1.48, 2.45), larger tumor size (HR 1.31, 95% CI, 1.20, 1.42), negative

ER/PR status (both positive as reference group) (HR 2.62, 95% CI, 1.83, 3.75) were

associated with reduced survival. Meanwhile, having hormonal therapy (HR 0.71,

95% CI, 0.52, 0.98) or having radiafion therapy (HR 0.67, 95% CI, 0.49, 0.92) was

associated with increased survival.

10 IS
Tlmo (years)

stage I stage )l
|

Figure 12. Kaplan Meier Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival among

the Different Strata of Stage
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When analyses were separated into survival periods of less than 5 years and

greater than or equal to 5 years to specifically examine long-term influences, different

results were observed {Table 12). ER/PR status, advanced histopathologic grade, Her-

2/neu amplification and at least one p53 mutation, were related to decreased survival

in the less than 5 year period (short-term), however, not in the greater than 5 year

period (long-term). Stage and tumor size were associated with both short & long-term

survival. Results are shown in graphical format in Figure!3 where associations with

short-term breast cancer-specific survival are on top and long-term are on the bottom.

Tab!e 10. Univariate Associations between Clinical Markers and Survival
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Table 11. Univariate Associations between Clinical Markers and Survival

(Cox Proportional Hazards Models)
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Table 12. Univariate Associations between Clinical Markers and Breast Cancer-

Specific Survival by 5 Year Periods (Cox Proportional Hazards Models)

Breast Cancer Specific Survival

<5 years " S5 years

"

n HR 95% C.I. n HR

*Mocleled as a dichotomous measure

fModeled as a continuous measure

^Modeled as quintiles

^Modeled as ordinal variable (grade, 1,11,11!)

"Events and lost-to-follow-up removed after 5 years

^ Events and lost-to-follow-up removed before 5 years

95% C.I.

Events
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Among hypothesized SES indicators, deciles ofmedian household income, the

average value of the homes in the census area, the proportion of people living in a

single detached house and living in an affluent neighbourhood were significantly

associated with breast cancer-specific survival fi^om Log-Rank tests {Table 13). In

univariate regression models (Table 14) more expensive average home value

(quintiles) was associated with better survival (HR 0.65, 95% CI, 0.43, 0.98), along

with living in an affluent neighbourhood (HR 0.48, 95% CI 0.27, 0.85) (Kaplan Meier

plot shown in Figure 1 4), and the proportion living in a single detached home (HR

0.66, 95% CI, 0.46, 0.95). Living in an affluent neighbourhood was also significantly

associated with long-term breast cancer specific survival (> 5 years) when analyses

were stratified into short and long-term (Table 15). Deciles of median household

income were no longer significant in univariate Cox proportional hazards models.

However, the effect estimates of income suggest that a higher neighbourhood income

has a protective effect for breast cancer-specific survival.
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Table 13. Univariate Associations between Socioeconomic Indicators and

Survival

Breast cancer-specific survival

n=1096

Median household income (deciles)

Median individual income (deciles)

Living in an affluent neighbourhood*

"Incidence" of low incomef

Employment ratet

Proportion, in managerial positionst

Proportion in primary industry jobsf

Proportion in processing & manufacturing jobst

Proportion living in a single detached houset

Proportion with a university educationt

Average value of dwelling (quintiles)^:

p-Value

Log-Rank

p-Value

Wilcoxon

Competing cause survival

p-Value p-Value

Log-Rank Wilcoxon

0.031
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hormone therapy, however, these measures did not provide adequate additional

explanatory value for inclusion into the final model when -2Log Likelihood values

were examined.

Table 15. Univariate Associations between Socioeconomic Indicators and Breast

Cancer-Specific Survival by 5-year survival periods

(Cox Proportional Hazards Models)

Breast cancer specific survival

<5 years"

n HR 95% C.I.

^5 years

"

n HR 95% C.I.

Events

Median household income (deciles)
*

Median individual income (deciles)
*

Living in an affluent neighbourhoodt

Incidence of low income % X

Employment rate (quintiles)
*

Proportion living in a single detached housed

Proportion with a university educationif

Average value of dwelling (quintiles)
*

50 70

1026
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Table 16. Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazards Models of Breast Cancer-

Specific Survival ' <r ,.v,
, !!<('<!

Breast cancer-specific survival

-2Log Likelihood HR 95% C.I. p-Value*

Model 1. n=1653 2259.69

Staget

Age
Model 2. n=1 326

Staget 1749.03

Histopathologic GradeJ
Model 3. n=1326

Staget 1727.17

Histopathologic gradet

ER/PR status

ER+/PR+
ER+/PR-

ER-/PR+

ER-/PR-

Model 4. n=496 952.72

Staget

p53 mutation status
||

Model 5. n=501 670.59

Staget

Her-2 amplification status
||

Model 6. n=1326 1741.45

Staget

Histopathologic grade!

Hormone Therapy
||

Chemotherapy
II

Radiation Therapy
||

2.18
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Interaction terms are presented in Table 1 7 with the relevant covariates included in the

models along with the interaction terms. Only one interaction was tested at a time as

indicated by the -2Log Likelihood value for each model. The various interactions

tested between p53 mutation status (mutation vs. wild-type), Her-2/neu (amplification

vs. no amplification) status as well as stage and histopathologic grade did not show

any significant interactive effects at a significance level of p<0.1.

Multivariate SES association models were created both adjusted and

unadjusted for stage as advanced stage was observed in previous models to be highly

associated with survival. The SES indicators that were significantly associated with

breast cancer-specific survival following adjustment for stage were deciles ofmedian

income (individual income was used in multivariate models as the relationship was

significant where household income was not) ((increasing deciles) HR 0.90, 95% CI,

0.82-0.99) the "incidence"' of low income (HR 0.98, 95% CI, 0.95-1 .00), and the

proportion of individuals living in a single detached home ((>49% vs. <49%) HR 0.57,

95% CI, 0.36-0.89). These indicators comprise the final model for SES associafion

with breast cancer-specific survival (Model 2 - Table 18). Adjusted for stage at

diagnosis, living in an affluent neighbourhood was associated with improved survival

(HR 0.49, 95% CI, 0.27, 0.87). However, when included into the model, it caused all

other SES indicators to no longer be significant. After examining the combined

effects of clinical measures and SES indicators a final overall model of breast cancer-

specific survival association was created {Table 19.) The final model displaying the

analysis separated into short and long-term survival periods is shown in Table 20.
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Table 17. Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazard Models to Test Hypothesized

Interactions between Clinical Variables





however several of the p-values were shghtly higher than when unadjusted and -2Log

LikeHhood values for the unadjusted models were much higher.

A significant interaction was observed between stage at diagnosis and median

individual income (p <0.1) (Model 1 in Table 22). Upon stratifying the univariate

survival associations by stage at diagnosis, differences in the effect estimates of SES

indicators were observed {Table 23). There was a notable difference in the effects of

deciles ofmedian income (individual) in the different levels of stage (stage 11 (HR =

0.91 (95% CI 0.84, 0.99)) vs. stage I (HR - 1.04 (0.95, 1.14)), with the protective

effect of a higher income being significant in those patients with stage 11 disease at

diagnoses. University education and the cost of housing were also significantly

protecfive, while median household income and the type of housing approached

significance in those patients with stage II disease at diagnosis.

It was also of interest to test the effects of SES indicators among the different

strata of biological markers (p53, Her-2 & ER/PR). However, upon examination, no

significant results or differences among any strata were observed, thus results were

omitted from tables.

In summary, the molecular measures of interest were only significantly

predicfive of short term survival. No association with long-term survival was

observed for Her-2, p53 or ER/PR status. The factors associated with breast cancer-

specific survival in multivariate analyses were advanced stage (HR 1 .61 , 95% CI,

1.06, 2.46), advanced histopathologic grade (HR 1.92, 95% CI, 1.92, 2.75) as well as

ER/PR status (HR 2.08, 95% CI, 1.25, 346) and living in an affluent neighbourhood

(HR 0.46, 95% CI, 0.24, 0.89). The important SES indicators associated with
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improved survival in multivariate analysis were living in an affluent neighbourhood,

increased median individual income, and a higher proportion of individuals living in a

single detached house. The effects of these SES indicators persisted despite

adjustment for stage. However, when the population was stratified by stage, SES

indicators had a greater effect on survival in those patients with stage II disease.

Table 18. Multivariate Models of the Effects of Socioeconomic Indicators on

Breast Cancer Specific Survival Adjusted for Stage at Diagnosis





Table 19. Final Overall Model of Association for Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Table 21. Multivariate Models of the Effects of Socioeconomic Indicators on

Breast Cancer Specific Survival Unadjusted for Stage at Diagnosis
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Table 22. Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazard Models to Test Hypothesized

Interactions between SES Indicators and Clinical Variables
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Table 23. The Univariate Associations between Socioeconomic Indicators and

Breast Cancer Specific Survival Stratified by Stage at Diagnosis

Stage I

HR 95% C.I. p-Value*

Median household income (deciles)

Median individual income (deciles)

Employment rate % (>63% vs. < 63%)
University education (>40% vs. < 40%)
Type of housing (>49% vs. <49%)

Cost of housing (CDN$) (quintiles)

700 1.04
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4.4.2 Competing Cause Survival

From the univariate results presented in Tables 10 &11, the chnical factors

associated with competing cause survival were age at diagnosis, menopausal status,

histopathologic grade and radiation therapy. When survival analyses were divided in

less than and greater than 5-years, the only significant predictor of short and long-term

competing cause survival was age {Table 24). Employment rate of the census area

was significantly related to improved long term survival (HR 0.84, 95% CI, 0.71,

0.99). Measures of income, although non-significant, were suggestive of a protective

effect associated with increased individual and household income as well as living in

an affluent neighbourhood (Kaplan Meier plot of living in an affluent neighbourhood

is shown in Figure 15).

Multivariate analyses {Table 25) uncovered that the significance of several

variables observed in univariate results were likely attributed to their relationships

with a patient's age at diagnosis as adjustment for age caused all other measures to no

longer be significant. The effects of age on competing cause survival can be seen in

the Kaplan Meier plot among different age groups displayed in Figure 16.

When multivariate SES association models of competing cause survival were

adjusted for age at diagnosis none of the SES indicators achieved a level of

significance, (Table 26) as was the case among clinical measures. Upon examination

of potential interactions between age at diagnosis and SES indicators, significant

interactions (p<0.1) were observed between age at diagnosis and the proportion of

individuals living in a single detached house and the proportion having a university

education {Table 27).
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Table 24. Univariate Associations between Socioeconomic Indicators and

Competing Cause Survival by 5-year survival periods (Cox Proportional Hazards

Models)

Competing cause survival

<5 years"
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Figure 15. Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival among the Different

Strata of Living in an Affluent Neighbourhood
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Figure 16. Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival among the

Different Strata of Age at Diagnosis
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Table 25. Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazards Models of the Clinical

Variables Associated with Competing Cause Survival Adjusted for Age
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Table 26. Multivariate Models of the Effects of Socioeconomic Indicators on

Competing Cause Survival Adjusted for Age at Diagnosis

-2Log

Likelihood

Competing cause survival

HR 95% C.I. p-Value*

Model 1.n=1 096
Age
Living in an affluent neighbourhood^

Model 2. n=945

Age

Median individual income

(deciles)

Incidence of low income

Proportion living in single housej

Proportion with university education^

1120.8

951.4

1.11

0.77

1.11

1.08

1.02

1.10

1.23

1.08, 1.14

0.41, 1.45

1.08, 1.14

0.96, 1.22

1.00, 1.04

0.65, 1.89

0.72, 2.10

<.0001

0.419

<.0001

0.189

0.135

0.721

0.456

*p-Values from Wald tests

tModeled as top quintile of median household income vs. rest of population

^Modeled as dichotomous variables variable with median as cut-point

In summary, age at diagnosis was strongly associated with competing cause

survival. All other clinical and SES indicators were not significantly related to

competing cause survival once adjusted for age as univariate significance was in many

cases attributed to a strong relationship with age. Despite a lack of significance, effect

estimates suggest that higher levels of SES are associated with improved competing

cause survival.
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Table 27. Multivariate Cox Proportional Hazards Models to Test Hypothesized

Interactions Socioeconomic Indicators and Competing Cause Survival

Competing cause survival

-2Log

Likelihood HR 95% C.I. p-Value*

Model 1.n=1 096 1120.53

1.Age

2.Median Individual Income (deciles)

4.
II
Proportion living in single dwelling

5. Proportion with university education
||

Interaction 1.*2. % 1116.40

1.08

0.54

1.12

1.23

1.01

1.02, 1.12

0.28, 1.01

0.71, 1.77

0.66, 1.78

1.00, 1.02

0.003

0.054

0.638

0.756

0.044

Model 2. n=1096 1120.53

I.Age

2.Median Individual income (deciles)

3. Proportion living in single dwelling
||

4. Proportion with university education
||

Interaction 1 .*3. % 1117.92

Model 3. n=1096 1120.53

I.Age

2.Median Individual Income (deciles)

3. Proportion living in single dwelling
||

4. Proportion with university education
||

Interaction 1.*4. X 1116.80

1.09

1.03

1.13

0.06

1.05

1.09

1.02

1,03

1.08

1.06

1.05, 1.13

0.94, 1.13

0.71, 1.78

0.00, 2.06

0.99, 1.10

1.06, 1.13

0.93, 1.18

0.00, 1.35

0.66, 1.79

0.99, 1.12

<.0001

0.585

0.617

0.117

0.107

<.0001

0.679

0.071

0.756

0.060

*p-Values from Wald tests

tModeled as a dichotomous variables (yes vs. no)

4:-2Loglikelihood Values are for models with and without interaction terms

II
Modeled as dichotomous variables (>= or < median)
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4.5 Testing Model Fit

4.5.1 Testing Assumptions ofProportionality

Log-log survival plots were used to graphically assess the proportionality of

hazards among variables. (A full list of log-log survival plots is found in Appendix -

10). Also, Schoenfeld residual plots were examined for any variables where

proportionality was questioned from the initial log-log survival plots. For those

variables that appeared to have excessively non-parallel hazard functions, or hazard

functions that crossed over, statistical tests for interactions with time were conducted.

This was completed by creating an interaction term between the variable of interest

and survival duration. The term was then entered into a Cox regression model as a

time-dependent covariate. The majority of variables and covariates entered into the

models as predictors of breast cancer-specific survival and competing cause survival

met the assumption of proportionality as tested. A few variables did, however, violate

the proportional hazards assumption as observed by a significant interaction with time

and a crossing over, or non parallel hazard function. Briefly, age (both continuous and

in age groups) and menopausal status, as well as radiation and chemotherapy were

found to have a significant interaction with breast cancer-specific survival duration

{Table 28). The failure to meet the assumptions by these variables will be discussed in

the following chapter.
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Table 28. Using Interaction Terms with Survival Duration as Time-Dependent

Covariates to Test for violations of the Proportional Hazards Assumption

Variable included in time dependent covariate interaction term p-Value

Breast cancer-specific survival

Age
(groups <45, 45-64, >65))

(continuous)

Menopausal status

Radiation therapy

Hormonal therapy

Chemotherapy

Employment rate

(Dichotomized)

(Quintiles)

Median individual income

(deciles)

University education

(dichotomized)

"Incidence" of low income

(dichotomized)

(continuous)

Proportion living in single-detached home
(dichotomized)

0.0127

0.0092

0.0032

0.0074

0.3492

0.0010

0.2117

0.9980

0.6791

0.4548

0.7689

0.6763

0.3328

Competing cause survival

Age

(groups <45, 45-64, >65))

(continuous)

Employment rate

(Dichotomized)

(Quintiles)

Median individual income

(deciles)

University education

(dichotomized)

"Incidence" of low income

(dichotomized)

(continuous)

Proportion living in single-detached home
(dichotomized)

0.0502

0.0818

0.8148

0.9391

0.8728

0.6938

0.5548

0.4476

0.2094
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Discussion

5.7.7 Population Characteristics

The incident cohort under examination in this study was reflective of breast

cancer incidence within Ontario during the past two decades. The average age at

diagnosis in this population was 56.8 years. 2007 Statistics from the Canadian Cancer

Society show the highest incidence of breast cancer in Ontario from the late I980's

and early 1990's, to be in the 50-59 age group. This does not provide direct evidence

of representativeness as it does not describe the actual dispersion of the incidence,

however, it provides cause for speculation. Furthermore, in this study, there was a

much higher proportion of patients with stage I disease at diagnosis. This stage

distribution is seen across Canada, with a higher proportion of stage I cases reported in

all provincial registries (Canadian Cancer Society/National Cancer Institute of

Canada, 2007).

With regards to SES, this population appeared to be representative of the

Canadian population at large. The median household income was $69,205, which is

similar to the $72,524 reported as the national average median household income by

Statistics Canada (Statistics Canada, 2001). Also, the employment rate of62% was

very similar to the 63% national average also reported by Statistics Canada (Statistics

Canada, 2001).

The age distribution of patients was skewed towards older ages as would be

expected when examining cancer patients, where disease incidence is associated with

aging. Nevertheless, there was a large number of patients with were very young (<40
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years of age) at diagnosis. These patients were found to have more advanced states of

disease at diagnosis. Young patients were more Hkely to be diagnosed with stage II

and histopathologic grade III tumors. Also, very young aged patients had a higher

proportion ofp53 mutations indicating a more biologically advanced disease (Linjawi,

Kontogiannea, Halwani, Edwardes, & Meterissian, 2004). The occurrence of cancers

occurring at young ages showing aggressive disease presentations has often been

reported in the literature (Rosenberg, Chia, & Plevritis, 2005; Yancik et al., 2001).

5.1.2 Factors Associated with Breast Cancer-Specific Survival

5.1.2.1 Stage & Histopathologic Grade

Both stage and histopathologic grade were found to be significantly related to

breast cancer-specific survival in univariate and multivariate results. Their effects

have been repeatedly observed in survivorship and prognostic studies (Elledge &

McGuire, 1992; Kute et al., 2004). Both measures are indicators of the advancement

of disease and thus, are logically related to survival. Stage is a measure of tumor size,

nodal involvement and metastases. Histopathologic grade is a measure of the level of

dysfiinction and disorder within tumors cells. These measures are therefore likely to

have a strong relationship with the progression of disease and in turn breast cancer-

specific survival. Our results support this hypothesis. Stage was found to predict both

short and long-term survival in univariate and multivariate results as stage was related

to recurrence of disease following diagnosis. Recurrence was in turn heavily related

to long-term breast cancer-specific survival, thereby explaining the relationship

between stage and long-term survival.
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5.1.2.2 Hormone Receptors

Contrary to several published results, this analysis found that progesterone

receptor status had a greater influence on breast cancer-specific survival than did

estrogen receptor status. This result was also observed in previous analyses conducted

on this cohort with fewer events and shorter follow-up (Andrulis et al., 1998; Nottage

et al., 2006). It has often been observed that the estrogen receptor (more specifically

the receptor that binds 1 76-estradiol) is a more important predictor of survival than the

progesterone receptor as it has been more closely linked to cell cycle control, cell

growth and proliferation of tumors (Daxenbichler et al., 1988; Foster, Henley,

Ahamed, & Wimalasena, 2001; Sutton et al., 1987). However, several studies have

shown progesterone receptor status to be an important independent prognostic factor

as well (Clark, McGuire, Hubay, Pearson, & Carter, 1983; Clark, McGuire, Hubay,

Pearson, & Marshall, 1983; Horwitz, 1987). Estrogen receptor negativity was not

independently related with reduced survival. Our results suggest that both receptors

are interacting to affect short term survival, as those patients with negative status for

both receptors (ER-/PR-) had worse survival than those with only one ER-/PR+ or

ER+/PR- in all univariate models. ER/PR negativity was associated with drastically

reduced short-term survival, however, as with other molecular measures in this study

it did not alter long-term breast cancer specific survival. It appears that the

proliferative effects induced by hormone receptor are not an important predictor of

long-term mortality.
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5.1.2.3 p53

Our results suggest that having a p53 mutation is highly associated with

reduced short-term survival, however, not long-term survival. These results are

similar to those of a previous analyses of this cohort (Andrulis et al., 1998) as well as

others (Eissa, Khalifa, el-Gharib, Salah, & Mohamed, 1997; Ferrero et al., 2000). P-

values from univariate Wilcoxon tests showed a higher level of significance than log-

rank estimates indicating a greater effect on short-term survival (Allison, 1995). The

early (<5 years) significance ofp53 is logical. A mutation would rapidly create

adverse conditions within tumor cells leading to prolific growth and effects would

most likely be seen within the first few years after diagnosis (Weinberg, 2007). A

recent study also showed that p53 mutation was not related to survival in a group with

a mean follow-up of 1 64 months which is consistent with our results

(Soontrapomchai, Chanvitan, Koontongkaew, & Sunpaweravong, 2007). The period

specific relevance to breast cancer-specific survival may be part of the reason why

different meta-analyses have yielded different results, as survival lengths have often

varied in the studies pooled within meta-analyses (Pharoah, Day, & Caldas, 1999).

5.1.2.4 Her-2

This study found that Her-2/neu oncoprotein amplification was associated with

reduced short term survival, however, not with long-term survival. Having higher

levels of the growth factor receptor appears to lead to increased cell growth and

proliferation thereby aiding in cancer progression and reducing cancer-specific

survival. The results of this study confirm the need for studies to clearly specify their

observation period length as this marker appears to have a period specific effect. The
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null effect on long-term survival was found in the meta-analysis by Mirza et al. (2002)

where studies with a similar amplification rate (s20%) observed a null HR when study

results were pooled.

5.1.2.5 Treatment

The weak or non-existent association between several treatment modalities and

long-term survival in this cohort was of great surprise. Radiation therapy was found to

be significantly associated with increased long-term breast cancer-specific survival in

univariate analyses. However, in multivariate modeling, as radiation therapy was

highly related to younger age and stage at diagnosis, after adjustment, it was no longer

significant. Radiation therapy was found to be the most significantly protective

treatment modality in previous analyses of this cohort when the outcome of interest

was ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (Nottage et al., 2006). Chemotherapy was

associated with decreased short-term survival, however, this is in large part due to the

fact that chemotherapy is often reserved for those patients with more advanced disease

at diagnosis. Thus, these individuals are likely to have worse survival outcomes to

begin with (van der Hage et al., 2003). Consequently, when analyses were adjusted

for measures of disease severity, chemotherapy was no longer significant.

5. 1.2.

6

Final Model ofBreast Cancer-Specific Survival Association

The results of breast cancer-specific survival analyses are congruent with many

previously reported findings (Clark, McGuire, Hubay, Pearson, & Marshall, 1983;

Fitzgibbons et al., 2000; Isaacs, Steams, & Hayes, 2001 ; Mirza, Mirza, Vlastos, &

Singletary, 2002). Stage, histopathologic grade, hormone receptor statuses and living

in an affluent neighbourhood were significantly related with survival in multivariate
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analyses. These clinical measures of disease progression are widely used in clinical

oncology for predicting outcomes (Skarin, 1 996). It appears that the traditional

clinical disease measures are more predictive of overall and long-term breast cancer-

specific survival than the genetic molecular alterations examined. An understanding

of the genetic molecular alterations is important in understanding the etiology of

breast cancer. However, this study found no apparent significance in the

measurement of Her-2/neu amplification and p53 mutation beyond adjustment for

stage and/or histopathologic grade. Further well designed studies with large sample

sizes are needed to draw final conclusions. These results provide important pieces of

clinical information. Primarily, that for the large proportion ofANN patients' the

specific markers examined in this study should not be of major clinical concern for

those patients surviving five years past initial diagnosis. Also, that a patient's social

position may have a greater influence on long-term survival than any clinical marker

measured in this population from the greater Toronto area.

5.1.2.7 Combinations & Interactions of Clinical Markers

An examination of the potential interactions between various clinical and

biological markers (p53*stage, Her-2*stage, p53*Her-2 etc) did not yield any

significant interactions with long-term breast cancer-specific survival. It is logical to

hypothesize that having two adverse factors of disease progression could

synergistically or antagonistically alter survival. However, our results showed this

was not the case in our population. It is possible however, that the issues of missing

data and laboratory accuracy to be discussed in the limitafions section affected these

results. If these analyses were underpowered as appears to be the case (see Appendix
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- 8 for sample power calculations), then we lacked the potential to detect a significant

relationship and the precision of our estimates may have been questionable.

5. J. 2.8 Socioeconomic Status

This study confirmed the significant role of community level SES in breast

cancer-specific survival among cancer patients in Ontario as was first presented by the

works of Gorey et al. (1997), Mackillop (1997) and Boyd et al. (1999). Long term

breast cancer-specific survival (> 5 years) was significantly associated with several

measures of community and neighbourhood level income. This is of interest as

previous studies have only examined 5-year outcomes on a population-based level.

This study is among the first to observe the long-term significance of SES on breast

cancer-specific survival among ANN patients.

The lowest income quintile showed similar survival probabilities as in the

middle three income quintiles. This pattern skewed linear relationships and led to the

comparison of the highest income quintile ("living in an affluent neighbourhood")

versus the rest of the population. In this population increased affluence was only

protective in the highest strata of income. It is possible that there is a pattern of

increased survivorship in the lower SES strata, however, this has yet to be seen in the

related studies and may be attributed to potential exposure misclassification that exists

in our ecological measure of SES. After adjusting for stage and treatment modalities,

our results indicate that living in a community with a higher median income and that

has a higher proportion of individuals living in a single detached dwelling is protective

against breast cancer related mortality.
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Empirical evidence has shown that ecological or neighbourhood based

measures of SES taken from the Canadian census provide very similar results in

disease prediction when compared to individual measures of income (Mustard,

Derksen, Berthelot, & Wolfson, 1 999). Although large studies have been conducted

to highlight the independent predictive ability of aggregate as well as individual level

data (Krieger, Williams, & Moss, 1997), the measures chosen could partially explain

the importance of community level and individual level affluence.

The results from this study are of particular importance for two reasons. First,

they are among the first to provide evidence of the long-term importance of SES in

breast cancer-specific survival. Second, they are among the first to show the

robustness of the SES breast cancer-specific survival relationship despite adjustment

for stage, histopathologic grade at diagnosis and treatment. The large majority of

Canadian studies to date have been unable to adjust for stage and histopathologic

grade as the cancer registries used in the ecological studies did not contain this

information. These studies have cited the clinical differences at diagnosis between the

affluent and the poor as potential causes of the association (Woods, Rachet, &

Coleman, 2006). Our results suggest that the effects of SES, although somewhat

related to stage at diagnosis are independent of patient differences in stage and

histopathologic grade at diagnosis. A recent study of SES and laryngeal cancer

survival showed a large difference in the T stage at diagnosis between SES quintiles

(Groome et al., 2006). This type of cancer however, is highly related to tobacco and

alcohol consumption, two exposures associated with SES in Ontario (Pomerleau,

Pederson, Ostbye, Speechley, & Speechley, 1997). It appeared that those of lower
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SES were being diagnosed at a later stage of disease in their study. This was not the

case among the ANN breast cancer patients in our study. However, it should be noted

that in our study only stage I and II cancers were examined and a greater range of

stage may have provided further insight on this issue. The SES differences may then

be acting through different host, biological, environmental, psychosocial, exposure or

various other mechanisms to influence survival, not differential disease characteristics

at diagnosis.

5.1.3 Factors Associated with Competing Cause Survival

5.1.3.1 Age

Age was highly associated with competing cause survival. Several clinical

variables such as menopausal status and chemotherapy, that were significantly

associated with competing cause survival in univariate tests, were no longer

significant when models were adjusted for age. This is due to the fact that these

variables were highly related to subject age at diagnosis. The strong effects of age on

competing cause survival were hypothesized. The common competing causes of death

in this population were primarily due to chronic disease associated with aging such as

cardiovascular disease, cerebro-vascular disease and Type II diabetes (results not

presented) (World Health Organization, 2000). Thus, older patients had a much

greater risk of death due to competing causes from these diseases.

5.1.3.2 Socioeconomic Status

Living in an affluent neighbourhood and higher neighbourhood employment

rate were both associated with increased competing cause survival in univariate
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testing. However, once models were adjusted for age, the effects of all SES indicators

showed no significant effects.

5. 1. 4 SES and Survival

The protective effects of the SES indicators chosen for this study are not ftilly

understood. However, it appears that in this population it is not directly related to the

availability or cost of treatment as treatment modalities were adjusted for in analyses.

Also, all patients were seen in the same hospitals, by a small group of participating

medical oncologists providing similar care in a government funded health care system.

Thus, treatment was to some degree, similar across SES levels. This level of control

for treatment is novel to the Ontario-based SES-breast cancer-specific survival

analyses found to date.

As discussed in Chapter II, it has been postulated that the SES indicators are

proxy measures for a large spectrum of daily choices, behaviours and exposures, that

as a cumulative exposure affect one's health and survival (Anderson, Sorlie,

Backlund, Johnson, & Kaplan, 1997; Haan, Kaplan, & Camacho, 1987; Link &

Phelan, 1995; B. Link & Phelan, 2000; Mustard, Derksen, Berthelot, & Wolfson,

1 999). Specific to cancer survival in Ontario, it has been hypothesized that a large

proportion of the effects of SES may be explained by differences in healthcare access

between SES class groups (Groome et al., 2006). This includes problems with

transportation, time offwork and childcare, all of which affecfing one's ability to

access and properly utilize the care that is available (Freeman, 1 989). The equal

opportunities for treatment and adjustment for treatment in analysis, provide further

lines of evidence to support these hypotheses. It therefore appears to be the enduring
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differences in the daily living conditions and decisions created by differences in SES

in addition to economic affluence that influence survival.

Another hypothesis for the effects of SES on cancer survival has been that

stage differences among different SES strata could partially or completely explain the

differences (Woods, Rachet, & Coleman, 2006). This study provided results of SES-

breast cancer-specific survival both adjusted and unadjusted for stage at diagnosis.

The effects were robust to adjustment as inclusion of stage caused only minor changes

in regression estimates. Again, these finding provide further evidence that the impact

of SES is pervasive in multiple aspects of daily living

Further exploration into this complex association is merited in Ontario. A

greater understanding of the mechanism through which SES affects cancer-specific

survival would be of great importance to the population of the province. Further

population based cohort studies with specific environmental, lifestyle, education,

nutritional, occupational and economic data as well as patients with a fiill range of

disease stages and detailed treatment, screening, patient compliance and outcome data

are needed to further address this issue. Extensive measurement of individual and

community level SES to be evaluated using hiearchial modeling will also provide

insight into this association.

5.7.5 Issues ofNon-Proportional Hazards in Cox Models

In testing for proportional hazards among breast cancer-specific survival and

competing cause survival association models, most predictors met the assumption of

proportional hazards across strata (Cox, 1 972). However, several, variables including

age, menopausal status, hormone therapy and chemotherapy were in violation of
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proportionality. Plots of the scaled Schoenfeld and log-log residual plots indicate that

the hazard rates change over the follow-up period as observed by the non parallel lines

(exposure groups) in the plots. Various methodological texts, however, cite that the

Cox regression model is rather robust to deviance from proportionality and is adequate

to analyze non-proportional hazards (Allison, 1984; Parmar, 1995). In these instances,

the violation represents an interaction between the indicator/predictor and time. It

must therefore be noted that the estimates represent an average effect over the

observation period (Allison, 1995). Furthermore, none of the variables that were

significant or included in the final models violated the assumptions and therefore

affect the primary conclusions being drawn from the results.

5. 1. 6 Limitations

5. 1. 6. 1 Potential Sources ofMeasurement Error

Despite the best efforts to minimize bias and confounding in the design,

conduct and analyses of the principal study (NEU-ONCO), as well as in the PHASE II

study, several potential sources of error must be recognized that may have affected the

results. It is probable that there was some degree of misclassification of exposure

among the cohort. The primary data of interest added to this cohort were census based

SES data collected from population statistics. These data were applied to individual

patients based on their addresses at the time of diagnosis and were treated as broad

based SES identifiers. The ecologic nature of these measurements is problematic as

the probability of the census area statistics being precisely reflective of a patient's SES

for an extended period of time is questionable. However, this is likely a form of non-

differential misclassification as those pafients that died had an equal probability of
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being misclassified to their level of neighbourhood affluence. Non-differential

misclassification bias is more likely to bias any results towards the null hypothesis and

significant results are less likely to be attributed spurious findings (Greenland &

Morgenstem, 1989). Also, within the census measures themselves, there is likely to

be some level of misclassification and reporting bias. For example, individuals may

be likely to erroneously report earnings and income to an official data collection

agency for various reasons. These factors may have led to some degree of error in the

SES measures used in these analyses. This error may be a form of differential

misclassification bias as there is potential for an unequal probability of

misclassification across levels of SES strata. Therefore, it is essential to acknowledge

the measurement of SES used in this analysis as a possible limitation to the internal

validity of the results. With this potential for error considered it should be noted that

an analysis of Canadian Census data indicated that the provided measures of

neighbourhood level income were highly reflective of household level income

(Mustard, Derksen, Berthelot, & Wolfson, 1999).

5.1.6.2 Choice ofSES Indicators

A review of the effects of SES indicator choice on the results of associations

between SES and cancer survival by Zhang-Salomons et al. (2006) found that the

choice of SES indicator drastically affects study results (Zhang-Salomons, Qian,

Holowaty, & Mackillop, 2006). The review compared two major studies of SES and

cancer survival in Ontario (Boyd 1999 &. Gorey 1 997) and the reasons why two

examinations of idenfical data (OCR and Canadian Census Data) yielded different

results. They concluded that different measurements of the same information may
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lead to markedly different results (quintiles ofmedian household income vs. tertiles of

the "incidence" of low income). It was for this reason that in this study income was

presented using median household income, as well as median individual income and

the "incidence" of low income. Also, these measures were tested continuously, as

quintiles and as deciles to best capture the relationship with survival to not commit a

Type II error in analysis. Deciles were used as they appeared to best measure the

relationship and minimize variations in income distribution among larger groups. The

"living in an affluent neighbourhood variable" (top quintile of median household

income versus the rest of the population) was used to display the protective effects of

SES that only appeared to exist in this manner.

5.1.6.3 The Relationship between Variables

Several of the clinical and SES indicator variables were correlated with each

other. This is logical as many of the measures are interrelated and dependent upon

each other. For example, a university education is often predictive of higher income

strata or the employment rate of the area in which one lives. This can then in turn

predict the value of ones home, etc. A high level of correlation has been found

between different SES indicators in previous studies (Krieger, Williams, & Moss,

1997). A correlational matrix of all the SES indicators used for this project was

created and displayed a high level of correlation between several variables. This may

have been problematic to the results due to collinearity that may have occurred in

multivariate models. This may have attenuated a relationship with either competing

cause survival or breast cancer-specific survival. However, attempts were made to

minimize this possibility by carefully examining the standard errors and estimates of
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regression parameters when potentially related variables were entered simultaneously

into models.

5.1.6.4 Laboratory Data

Various laboratory and pathological measurements were used for analyses.

Several publications have highlighted the often large variation in inter and intra-

observer reproducibility of pathological diagnoses (Gong, Gilcrease, & Sneige, 2005;

Tsuda, Tani, Hasegawa, & Fukutomi, 2001). This is due to the high level of

pathologist interpretation involved and a lack of standardization of methods. These

may have also introduced some error and uncertainty into the measurements used in

this analysis. Thus, a possible significant effect of the pathologic characteristics

analyzed in this study may have existed and been missed, or been spurious due to

measurement error. The pathology department of Mount Sinai Hospital attempted to

address this potential source of bias by creating standardized forms for pathological

grading and diagnoses. These forms were employed in the study, however, some

uncertainty may still remain due to variance in the experience level of the involved

pathologists. Pathologic data was collected before outcomes occurred and thus any

variation would likely have had a non-differential effect on survival.

5.1.6.5 Cause ofDeath

We utilized patient follow-up provided by the OCR, which has been regarded

as a high-quality cancer registry and cancer patient tracking system, however, it is not

free of limitations (Clarke, Marrett, & Kreiger, 1991; McLaughlin, Kreiger, Marrett, &

Holowaty, 1991; Robles, Marrett, Clarke, & Risch, 1988). In the coding of cause of

death, we were only provided with a single cause of death, assumed to be the primary
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cause of death from the death certificate. This introduces some potential bias as it is

possible that those individuals with a cancer related cause of death on their death

certificate may have been preferentially diagnosed as such by the OCR. Other more

clinically relevant diagnoses may have been potentially under-reported and cancer

diagnoses over-reported. This would have lead to an overestimation ofbreast cancer

related mortality in this cohort and an underestimation of death due to competing

causes (Szklo, 2006). Inversely, it is also possible that in a cohort study of cancer

mortality, study clinicians following incident cases would over attribute deaths to the

disease of interest. This was not the case, however, as comparisons of cause of death

data from the NEU-ONCO study and the OCR (not shown in results) showed excellent

agreement between the two sources of cause of death (Kappa statistics of 0.88 (95%

CI, 0.86,0.91)) (Szklo, 2006). Together, the two sources of information allowed for

the collection of a greater number of deaths as each system had deaths that were

missed by the other, and were thus individually incomplete.

5. 1. 6. 6 Missing Data

Follow-up data were collected for 1 653 ANN patients that met the study

criteria. However, smaller samples were available for several of the analyses in this

study, particularly in those examining p53 mutation and Her-2/neu amplification

(30.6% of the total 1653 subjects). Missing data existed due to several reasons,

primarily, not large enough tumor samples available at the time of diagnosis. Many

stage I and II tumors are small and the small amounts of tissue samples were primarily

used for diagnosis and not research. Also, some samples may not have allowed for a

clear decision on amplification/mutation status when only small samples were
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available. This may have affected results, as underpowered analyses, may have

missed associations (sample power calculations located in Appendix - 8). In

multivariate models where adjustment for the hypothesized biologic/clinical measures

was desired, small sample sizes negated the possibility to properly address the

hypotheses with adequate power. We were not able to collect SES data for

approximately 557 of the 1653 (33.7%) patients due to their addresses not being

recorded at the time of study entry (diagnosis). This may have also led to Type II

errors where we failed to reject some null hypotheses that may have been false. Also,

missing SES data were associated with breast cancer-specific survival. This may have

affected the validity of the results of analyses among those individuals with SES data.

5.1.6.7 Multiple Comparisons

Also to be considered when discussing the results of this study is the issue of

multiple comparisons. This issue was taken into consideration in analyses and an

attempt was made to minimize the number of comparisons. The actual number of

indicators and markers used were selected from a much larger list and the number of

hypotheses tested could have been greater in a search for significant associations. We

aimed to minimize comparisons by only testing the di priori hypotheses outlined in the

study protocol and in Chapters I - III.

5.1.7 Strengths

This study possessed several strengths, most importantly, the length of patient

follow up, having two sources of mortality data, a wide variety of patient information

and quality clinical data not often presented in ecologic studies of SES and survival.

The mean follow-up period of this cohort was greater than 13 years. This provided the
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ability to determine the influence of both clinical/molecular and SES variables on

long-term survival ofANN patients. This information was of interest as it has not

been extensively examined in this clinical diagnosis group and is relevant to a large

population ofwomen in the greater Toronto area and Ontario. This study had a wide

variety of information from clinical and population based sources that allowed SES

associated survival analyses to be adjusted for stage and histopathologic grade. This

was a task not yet performed to date in an Ontario based incident cohort study ofANN

breast cancer patients.

5.2 Conclusions

The population in this incident cohort study was reflective ofANN breast

cancer patients in Ontario diagnosed between 1989-2000. As seen in other ANN

patient cohorts survival outcomes were relatively positive. The 15-year breast cancer-

specific survival rate was 88%, the competing cause survival rate was 89% and the

overall survival rate was 78%.

Our results suggest that those clinical predictors (p53, Her-2/neu amplification

& ER/PR status) of short-term outcomes and survival are not associated with long-

term breast cancer-specific survival in univariate or adjusted multivariate analyses. In

a condition where approximately 85% of patients will survive 10 years beyond an

average age of diagnosis at 60, seeking advanced molecular therapeutic targets that

only apply to a fraction of diagnoses may not provide further effectiveness at a

population level. Stage and histopathologic grade at diagnosis as well as

estrogen/progesterone receptor status were the strongest clinical predictors of long-

term breast cancer-specific survival. They were also the only significant clinical
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predictors in multivariate analyses as has often been observed in past studies (Korkolis

et al., 2004; Mirza, Mirza, Vlastos, & Singletary, 2002; Reed et al., 2000; Thor, Liu,

Moore, & Edgerton, 1 999). The differences observed between survival periods in this

cohort in stratified analyses, may in part explain why different studies and meta-

analyses have yielded inconsistent results. Also the differences in period specific

survival effects are important for those individuals conducting literature reviews,

meta-analyses or summarizing the published data for decision making.

These results are of value to ANN patients and clinical oncologists as they

provide data on the long-term survival associated with molecular markers. When

clinicians diagnose patients with Her-2 amplification or p53 mutation they will be able

to provide information regarding the long-term importance of these markers. For

ANN patients, our results are important as there is a high probability (96%) that they

will live past five years following diagnosis. They may take some solace in the

knowledge that if they have been diagnosed as having a molecular marker of advanced

disease after 5 years, these markers no longer carry an increase in risk.

It has been hypothesized that a centralized form of health care with access for

all will lead to less health inequalities across a population (Dayal, Polissar, &

Dahlberg, 1985; Schrijvers, Mackenbach, Lutz, Quinn, & Coleman, 1995; Stavraky,

Skillings, Stitt, & Gwadry-Sridhar, 1996). However, despite the strengths of the

universal care system in Ontario, several SES related disparities were observed. In

this study several community level measures of SES were significantly associated with

breast cancer-specific survival and competing cause survival. Increasing deciles of

median income (HR 0.91 , 95% CI, 0.83, 0.99) and living in affluent neighbourhood
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(HR 0.36, 95% CI, 0.12-0.89) were both individually associated with increased breast ^

cancer-specific survival even after adjustment for stage, age and treatment '

(chemotherapy, radiation therapy and hormonal therapy). Several other indicators of

SES including census area employment rate, the proportion of university educated ='

individuals and the proportion of individuals living in a single detached home also

displayed significant relationships with the various survival outcomes examined in this

thesis. This robustness of the SES-cancer survival association across different

measures has been observed in the literature (Woods, Rachet, & Coleman, 2006).

Together these measures provide further evidence for the protective effects of

increased income, neighbourhood affluence and other measures of SES.

This study highlights the pervasive nature of the SES-survivorship association

as patients as adjustment for treatment modalities, stage and histopathologic grade at

diagnosis did not affect the relationship. These factors are most often hypothesized to

explain a large proportion the survival differences across SES strata, however, they

have often been unavailable to previous studies (Auvinen & Karjalainen, 1997;

Kogevinas & Porta, 1 997). Our results suggest that SES affects breast cancer survival

through additional mechanisms not directly related to stage at diagnosis and treatment.

The relationship between SES and cancer-specific survival is of great public

health importance as the exposure affects the entire population. It is noteworthy

among ANN patients in Ontario that living in an affluent neighbourhood had a greater

effect on long-term survival than stage or tumor size in multivariate analyses. Further

exploration into the understanding of the possible mechanisms through which SES

affects cancer-specific survival (comorbidities, patient delay of seeking treatment,
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system delay, different rates of screening, host factors, psychosocial factors etc.)

merits much greater attention and could provide benefit at a population level.

Our results suggest that elevated SES in the greater Toronto area is associated

with improved long-term breast-cancer specific survival in this cohort study ofANN

patients. These results should be considered of importance by public health

administrators in Ontario so as to improve programs aimed at cancer-specific survival

outcomes in the Ontario population.
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Appendix 2 - Recruitment Flyer
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Appendix 3 - Surgeon Consent Form

SURGEON CONSENT FORM

P^"^* to be contacted for entry into a study of

the prognostic significance to neu oncogene amplification and expression. I understand this

may involve a review of her hospital chart, contacting her by telephone for an interview and

foUowing her through office/clinic records and/or telephone to determine if intervention

and/or relapse occiur.

Signature Date / /
Surgeon DD MM YY

Patient's Telephone Number home

___ business

Please return to:

Jennifer C. Allen, M.Sc.
Room 865
Research Institute

Mount Sinai Hospital

600 University Ave.
Toronto, Ontario

M5G1X5 f
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Appendix 4 - Patient Consent Form

PATIENT CONSENT FORM ID

I, understand that I have had an early stage of breast cancer.

I give permission to my doctor to cooperate with Dr. Blackstein and his associates

at Mount Sinai Hospital, Toronto. They are engaged in a study of a breast cancer gene.

They will need to review my chart and follow my health record in the future.

I imderstand that participation in this study is purely voluntary and withdrawal will

not jeopardize my care at this hospital. All information gathered will be treated in strict

confidence.

There is no direct benefit to me in participating in this study.

Signed

Witnessed

Dated

cc. Patient

Dr.

Chart
Dr. Blackstein

Dr. Blackstein can be reached at (416) 586-5371 for further information or through

the Study Coordinator, Jennifer Allen at (416) 586-4586.
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Appendix 5 - Data Collection Forms

NAME

NAME:

NEU ONCOGENE STUDY
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EUGIBLE

HOSPITAL CODES
1423 [ ] Mount Sinai

1464 [ ] Women's College

1444 [ ] Sl Michael's

1455 [ ] Toronto Western

3286 [ ] Credit VaUey

SITE ID

LAB ID

HOSP ID

PATH ID 1

PATH ID 2
Hospcoct PATH ID 3

1452 ( ] Toronto General

1330 I ] North York General

1302 [ ] Toronio East General

1443 I ] Saint Joseph's

-S (reiD
[>\6lD

MpspjD
Pathtx)!.

PA-rHTQ2-

P7^THX03

POST OPERATIVE S'TAGING

TUMOUR METASTASIS \

TX
TO
Tis

Tl

T2
T3
T4

[ ] Cannot be assessed

( 1 No evidence of uimoui

I J
Carcinoma in situ^

[ ] Tumour <= 2ciii
j

[ ] Tumour 2cm-5cm '

[ ] Tumour > 5cm
;

[ ] Direct extension to chest

wall or skin

i'5")

NX
NO
Nl
N2-

N3

NODES NOOE-S

[ ) Regional nodes cannot be assessed MX
[ ] No regional lymph i»de Mels MO
[ ] Mets to axillary nodes Ml
[ ] Mets to ipsilatcial axil LN iixed

[ J Mels to ipsilateial internal mamm UH

_ Nuinbei of nodes malignant MOP^'^'-'S

Number of nodes removed NdO(2-I5WBI/

DISTANT META^ASIS

[ ] Cannot be assessed

[ ] No distant Mets

( ] Distant Mels

Reason for NX after 3 months:

ELIGIBILITY
FOR NEU-ONCOGENE STUDY
l[]No 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to

11

] No specimen provided

] No axillary dissection

] Less tliaii 4 nodes biopsied

] Positive nodes ('mi
,
m 2^ maJ

] Benign CtS)
] Carcinoma in Situ (CIS)

] Distant metastasis (Ml)

] Age > 75

] Previous breast malignancy

] Other, specify:

1 No consent

FORL-PHE feLi

1 []No
2[]Yes

12 [ ] Previous other malignancy

2[1 Yes

RECIPPTOR STATUS

ESTROGEN LEVEL
Value

eSTLEMEL

PROGESTERONE LEVEL
Value

LABORATORY INTERPRETATTION
1 [ ] Positive

2 [ ) Negative

3 [ 1 Equivocal

8 [ ) Don't know

9 [ ] Not done

LABORATORY INTERPRETATION

PHoLiyt^L

January 1992

1 [ ] Postive

2 I ] Negative

3 [ ] Equivocal

8 [ ] Don't know

9 [ ] Not done

p^oiAQ

e '^Sc.





PATDEMOG

PAHENT DEMOGRAPHICS

DATE OF BIRTH
0m6ie.TH
_J L

DD MMM YYYY

SITE ID

LAB ID

1

^\ie(0
LAr5\P

MENSTRUAL HISTORY

AGEATMENARCH orfl9 ^l^f^^^N*^

If no information in chart, write "missing"

MENOPAUSAL STATUS ^ MeMSTi^-r

1 I 1 Pre V

3 { ] Post AGE AT MENOPAUSE or (19 )

rCASTRATION PRIOR TO C^
V_ CJ\ St(?wtE

j
1 ( ] No
2 [ ] Yes, natural

3 [ ] Yes, artificial, surgical oUHe.i B^
1 [ ] ovaries removed

2 ( ] ovaries intact

3 [ ] not in chart

4 [ ] Yes artificial, irradiation

USE OF SEX HORMONES PRIOR TO CA
Use sex I

l[]No Ufeese^^z

Age at Start

2 [ ] Yes, Birth Control PiU i^6£ ^f\ti

3 [ ] Yes, Estrogen Replacement ft<^gsr/^^-z.

4 [ 3 Yes, Other ftg-e€>TAg-3

Cjn;ISTORY OF PREGNANCIESy

Gravida <xRAyiOrt

. Para (includes stillbinhs) PA^ (^

_ Abortus (therapeutic) fl fio (tx u s

. Miscaniage

If no information in chart, write "missing"

Type
T wet-

Duration (months)

TNPfeJt OuRMTZ.
TSP63 Due. nT3

5 [ ] not available in chart

USE OF MEDICATIONS ON A REGULAR BASIS
1 [] No

»C Cateporv Age at StartCategory

2 [ ] Yes usfeMeoV[ ]i antibiotic

w$e Mieo«[ ]2 analgesic

Useweot[ ]3 anti-seizure

UsEMfo^ ]4 cardiac

us6Me05[ ]5 respiratory

us6Mfc£f|[ ]6 other hormones
>c6€MECfl[]7 Other, list

8 [ ) Don't know 5TH-e(2-i'0

Duration (months)

:?:
i^i-e&TfiiO bu c-t^T rv
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CANCENF
INFORMATION FOR THIS CANCER

HISTOPATHOLOGY
LAB ID t-l^eiO'-'

Invasive/infiltrating? U1VE6

Is there a subtype? 1 [ ] No 2 [ J Yes SMe-rvff
// YES. 1 [ ] scirrhous, 2 [ J mucinous, 3 [ ] papiUary, 4

[ j medullary, 5 | ) tubular. 6 { ] lobular
SuG-SCKJ-e. SU6MU.CIM Su6PflPlL St(6H6D UL iSHSTUeUL suSi-oet;

Is there an intraductal component? 1 [ ) No
// YES. 1 [ ) ductal. 2 ( ) comedo. 3 [ ] lobular

2[iyes
VeSDqOT

Is there vascular invasion? 1 [ ) No 2 [] Yes VASC /i^V

Is there lymphatic invasior^ I [ ) No 2 [ ] Yes i_>/Mpirs)N/

RESECTION MARGIN^ INVOLVED
1 I ] No (^(S'SH'^XG-

2 [ ] Yes

8 ( ] Don't know
9 I ] Not done

fflSTOPATHOLOGIC GRADE 1

GX [ ] Grade cannot be assessed

Gl [ ] Well differentiated

G2 [ ] Poorly differentiated

G3 {

]

undifferentiated

8 [ ] Don' know
9 [ ] Not done

NUCLEAR GRADE 1 NUdSewoi

SIZE OF TUMOUR
cm X cm K . cm

n
n
[]

11

[]

Don't know
Not done

QUADRANT INVOLVED Su A i k) vjo L

888 [ ] Don't know
LUO [ ) Lt upper outer

LUI [ ] Lt upper imier

LLO [ ] Lt lower outer

LLl [ ] Ll lower inner

TYPE OF SURGERY TNpsuK.6

1

2

^
4

-5

6

7

[ 1

[I

[1

u

HULT/ ceMULTICENTRICITY
1 [] No
2 [) Yes

8 I ] Don't know
9 [ 1 Not done

SITE OF TUMOUR s/TTur^

1 [ ] Left breast

2 [ ] Ri^t breast

3 [ 1 Bilateral, synchronous

4 [ ] Bilateral, not synchronous

RUO I 1 Rt upper outer

RUl ( ] Rt upper inner

RLO I ] Rt lower outer

RLI I ] Rt lower inner

No surgery

Lumpectomy —
Segm£at|iT«ccriwiJ*fUhJnc^^

Segmental resection with discontinous axillary dissection

Axillary Dissection -- ? Type

Simple mastectomy

Modified radical mastectomy

Radical niasiectomy
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PATHIST

PATIENT fflSTORY

PREVIOUS BENIGN BREAST DISEASE

l[]No OPn£C)\f\&

2 [ ] Yes Date diagnosed / L

SITE ID
LAB ID

SireiD
J^AiSiP

Confirmed by biopsy Risk dasafication

DD MMM YYYY 1[ ] No [ ] No BBD
2 { ] Yes 1 [ ) iTbrcataxma

\ 3 [ ] Low Risk

4 [ 1 High Risk

LISTANY PREVIOUS BIOPSIES, OTHER THANTHOSE ALREADY MENTIONED

[ 1 No biopsies l^oSloP

RISK CLASSIFICATION
1 [ ] Fibroadenoma

2[lLowrisk eisliCLWl

3 [ ] High risk

1 [ ] Fibroadenoma

2[3Lo\vrisk R^s<CLAZ
3 [ ] High risk

1 [ 1 Fibroadenoma

2[]Lowrisk ik\SK<l.ua3

3 [ ] High risk

1 [ ] Fibroadenoma

2t3Lowrisk KlSKCUt^'4
3 [ ] High risk

1 [ ] Fibroadenoma

2[]Lowrisk RiSKCUt^^
3 [ 1 High risk

DATE ortrel
/ /
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FAMHIST

FAMILY HISTORY

SITE ID ^iTgiD
LAB ID Lk^GiO

1 [ 1 NO FAMILY HISTORY OF BREAST CANCER
3 [ ] no information in chart

= »)< 5 or
2( ] YES
4 [ ] Patient does not know '^

Relationship

(Codes at Bottom)

Characteristics of Family Member
Age Side Menopausal Histopath Survival

Dx Eteath Status Status

P.6€OElt+'2-

Relationship

1 Mother
2 Sister

3 Maternal Aunt
4 Maternal Grandmother
5 Paternal Aunt
6 Paternal Grandmother
/Child

8 Maternal Cousin
9 Paternal Cousin

Other

8 Don't know

Histopathology
1 Ductal

2 Lobular

3 Other

8 Eton't know

Side

lUft
2 Right

3 Bilateral, Synchronous

4 Bilateral, not Synchronous

8 Don't know

Menopausal
IPre
2 Peri

3 Post

8 Don't know

Survival Status

Dead without -disease

1 Dead with disease

2 Dead from disease

3 Alive without disease

4 Alive with disease

8 Don't know

RfeLHttr:

R£t/\T i;

6T RELATIVES WITH OTHER THAN BREAST CANCER
1 [ ] NO FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CANCER 2 [ ] YES
3 [ ] no information in chart 4 [ ] Patient does not know

Relationship
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LABINF LABORATORY INFORMATION FOR HOSPITAL SPECIMEN
0'

1423 - Mount Sinai

1464 - Women's College

1444 - St. Michael's

1455 - Toronto Western
3286 - Credit VaUey

Was DNA isolate^?

LA6i

6-

SITE ID

LAB ID

HOSPITAL ROUTING CODE
Date of Surgery

1452 - Toronto General

1330 - North York General

1302 - Toronto East General

1443 - Saint Joseph's

1339 - Sunnybrook Medical Centre

\[] No
If no result: copy number 999.9

2 { ] Yes, yield Lft blgg-xlH micrograms

If yes, type of analysis is II] Slot Blot
LAfllTN*^ 2[]PCR

neu DNA analysis result: copy number

^IT^ID
L>^6lD
HQ^feoLi-r
L-O^h-g-

LAblM^^<

If no DNA was isolated, why not?

2(1
31)
411

Insufficient sample/DNA
Error with total loss

Tissue specimen received thawed
Other

Was RNA isolated?

LA63
1(1 No
If no result ratio 999.9

2 [ ] Yes, yield u^Siggi^N/ micrograms

If yes, type of analysis is 1 [ ] Slot Blot i^q fhiT^P^
2[]PCR ^ .

neu RNA analysis result: ratio . _J-^ ooN

If no RNA was isolated, why not?

2[]
31]
4[1

Insufficient sample

Error with total loss

Tissue specimen received thawed
Other

If no neu RNA result, why not?

LA6^ 1 [ ] RNA degraded/poor quality before use

2 I ] Other

EGFr RNA result. 1 [] No
If no EGFr RNA result: ratio 999.9

EGFr RNA armlysis result: ratio .

If no EGFr RNA result, why not?

L,P\(S)^ 1 [ ] RNA degraded/poor quality before use

2 I ] Other
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ADJUVANT

ADJUVANT TREATMENT

SITE ID Sfrg/-g
LAB ID / 06>0

RADIOTHERAPY: 1 [ ] No
^f\o-^ H ee_ 2 I ] Yes If yes. Field of Treatment: I [ 1 Breast

irf^AO 2[INodes-reg
3 [ 1 Other

>

CHEMOTHERAPY: 1[ ] No^

ClieHlH^r^ 2[]Yes

1

.

Cyclophosphanude
2. Methotrexate

3. 5-Fluorouracil
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LOCREC
RECURRENCE DOCUMENTATION GUIDE

SITE ID 'C>n5lD
.

LAB ID UAe>\0

1. Local recurrence in breast only Local Recurrence Form

2. Chest wall, regional local axilla, internal Event Documentation Form
]

mammary nodes ',

3. Distant metastases K Event Documentation Form -

4. Second Primary . . .\ Second Primary Form

5. Local recurrence in breast and distant Local Recurrence Form &
metastases Event Documentation Form

6. Local recurrence in breast & second primary Second Primary Form &
Local Recurrence Form

LOCAL RECURRENCE DOCUMENTATION

Date Pathology Clinical neu LAB ID

(DD/MMM/YYYY) ID - Information^ specimen^

L-fi^DfM^ LPmHiO LC^LimPO iNSUSfiBS. UL-f^^'O

/ J
/ /

/ / .

^ Clinical Information:

neu specimen:

1 - Intraductal

2 - Invasive

^y3^ Unknown
X- Benign

1 -No
2 - Yes If YES, enter LAB ID

147
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EVENTDOC

DATE SUSPECTED;

EVENT DOCUMENTATION

-/ /_

SITE ID
LAB ID

:5lTG UQ

DD MMM YYYY
SfJaJ 4) onrf^^^SP

CONFIRMED: ![ ] No OATfeCDNip'
Cc?NFieM 2I)Yes If yes, date confirmed: / /

, DD MMM YYYY

Wyes: / / ^A. BIOPSY PATH ID
BP^HlO

BIOPSY: 1 [ ] No

610F6M 2[]Yes

CYTOLOGICAL SPECIMEN:

neu specimen of the recurrence?:

1/ YES, LAB ID

DD MMM YYYY 3| {^ 11%^

l[lNo 21 J Yes CVTsPecT

1 11 No 2 n Yes M eW SPUCr N^i^
CI

RECURRENCE: Chest wall 1 [ J No
_ Regional local axilla 1 [ ] No

Supraclavicular nodes 1 [ ] No
Distant Site<s): 1 [ J No

/
^ytt* (yi

CErtv^'^i-t^£

2(]Yes C<+gSTioAL
2[]Yes Re&ioNJ'^'-

2[]Yes MOOes
2[]Yes <5tTes
If yes, indicate site

/v1oH>

^''z&^jf

[ ] Lung
[ ] Liver

( J Bone

I ] Brain

[ISkin

[] Other.

2EA Value Normal Range 0.0 - 3.0 / /_

MDIOLOGY

Zhest x-ray

Bone Scan
Jltrasound Abd.
JItrasotmd Pelvis

ZT Scan Abd.
"T Scan Pelvis

!;iT Scan Brain

Dther

Date

Date

DD MMM YYYY
Not Assessed Nonnal Abnormal

CffB D O-TE /

DD MMM YYYY

2[]
2n
2[]
2[1
2[]
2[1
2[1
21]

[]

[1

(]

[]

[]

[]

[)

3[1

Ll\)etS\TE
&o WET -SIT-

6"

ggfllMSiT
6 tSlKlS \T<S

OTHSiTS- 3

Abnormal But Not

Definitive

41]
41]
4[]
4[]
4[]
4(1
4[]
4[]

uAeo
UPtsL
cfteo
apBL

148
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SECPRIM
INFORMATION FOR A SECOND PRIMARY IN THE BREAST

SITE ID
LAB ID
HOSPID

PATH ID 1

PATH ID 2

PATH ID 3

NGU6f£CI
neu specimen for 2nd primary? 1 [ ] No 2 [ ] Yes

// YES, LAB ID LneiDl. J^ .|^ |^-^

HOSPITAL CODES
1423 [ ] Mount Sinai

1464 [ ] Women's College

1444 [ ] Sl Michael's

1455 [ ] Toronto Western

3286 [ ] Credit Valley

1452 [ ] Toronto General

1330 [ ] North York General

1302 [ ] Toronto East General

1443 [ ] Saint Joseph's

^(TeiD
^1^(510

HO^ PTO
P^TH I 01
Pl^TH lOZ.

Pt^Jfi IDS

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS FOR DATA COLLECTORS ONLY

POST OPERATIVE STAGING
TUMOUR METASTASIS
TX [ ] Cannot he assessed
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Appendix 6 - Off Study Form

OFFSTUDY

Date off study:

(date of death)

Reason off study:

1 [ ] Died

OFF STUDY FORM

STUDY ID -S It £ UO

LAB ID LAB ID

DD

DPiTEOFP
J

A<MM YYYY

'P£(^SO^J

^PDlfcO

Cause of death: 1 [ ] without disease reason: I F OlEoL
2 [ ] with disease reason: <foieq^
3 [ ] from disease

2 [ ] Lost to follow-up

„ If LOST
Reason:

1) [ ] moved and unwilling to be followed

2) [ ] unable to trace (please list attempts)

3) [ 1 other:

Computer generated variables include:

- dxtfation between first metastases and death (weeks) Pu€_i^Tit3Nj
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Appendix 7 - Cancer Care Ontario Data Request Fornis

ceo Form for requesting data for Research

CCO'S Data Request Tracking # (assigned »hen receivtil u CCO):

c \> cancer care I action c:an<ei

^_V (iiuatto I onufio

(If this request is not for research, do not use this form.)

A: Rcquestor-lf an organization:

Organization requesting the dala:
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ceo Form for requesting data for Research

CCO'S Data Request Tracking # (assigned when reeaveJ al CCO):

r
V

Vi cancer care [
action cancer

.^ oniaiio I Ontario

• Investigator and Co-investigators

Principal Investigator's name:
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ceo Form for requesting data for Research

CCO's Data Request Tracking # (asskmai when leceived at ccoi:

\l cancer care | action cancel
•^^ untaiio I Ontario

any data. No other person shall have access to the records in a form where incividuals may be

Identifiable.

If more room is required, complete on a separate sheet(s) or a copy of this sheet.

Name of the person who might have access to

the records:





ceo Form for requesting data for Research

CCO's Data Request Tracking # (assianed when received eiccoi:

c U CArtcercare I action cancvt
Jf Ontario I oniario

D. Data Linkages: (Piease complete if CCO-provided data is to be linked Xo other data.)

Data to' wtiicfirlinkaqe is planned ^^





Appendix 8 - Power Calculations

Power Calculations For Hypotheses with All Subjects(n=1655)

Figure 8-1. The relationship between the number of exposed cases to study power
with an exposed:unexposed ratio of 1:5

600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

Sample size

Alpha =0.05

Number of cases with exposure=300

HR=1.5

Median survival time (estimated)= 15

Accrual Period = 5 years

Additional Follow-up=12 years

Ratio of exposed:unexposed=l:5 (approx. 1500 patients)

Power=0.8916 Main Analyses were adequately powered

Figure 8-2. The relationship between the relative risk to study power with an

exposediunexposed ratio of 1:5

1
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SES Analyses Power Calculations (n=1000)

Figure 8-3. The relationship between the number of exposed cases to study power

with an exposed:unexposed ratio of 1:5

n Q
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p53 and Her-2/neu Subgroup Analyses Power Calculations (n=500)

Figure 8-5. The relationship between the number of exposed cases to study power

with an exposed:unexposed ratio of 1:5

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Sample size

Alpha =0.05

Number of cases with exposure=100

HR=1.5(0.67)

Median survival time (estimated)=15

Accrual Period = 5 years

Additional Follow-up=12 years

Ratio of exposed:unexposed=l:5 (approx. 1500 patients)

Power=0.4541 These analyses are underpowered due to missing data
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Appendix 9 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plots and Nelson-Aalen Cumulative Hazard Plots
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Figure 9.14 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival among
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168
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Competing Cause Survival

Figure 9.25 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival Differences among
Age Groups (Groups Represent Patients Less Than 45, 45-65 & Greater than 65

Years of Age) 173

Figure 9.26 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Cause Survival Differences among Age Groups

Highlighting the Cases Diagnosed at a Young Age (Group Represents Patients

Greater or Equal to and Less Than 40 years of Age) 173
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Appendix 9 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plots and Nelson-Aalen Cumulative Hazard Plots

Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Figure 9.1 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival with

95% Confidence Intervals
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Figure 9.2 - Nelson-Aalen Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Hazard with 95%
Confidence Intervals
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Figure 9.3 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Lost-To-Follow-Up with 95yo Confidence
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Figure 9.4 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Competing Cause Survival with QSVo
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Figure 9.5 - Nelson-Aalen Plot of Competing Cause Hazard with 95% Confidence

Interval
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Figure 9.6 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of All Cause Survival with 95% Confidence

Interval
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Figure 9.7 - Nelson-Aalen Plot of All Cause Hazard with 95% Confidence Interval
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Figure 9.11 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival among
the Different Strata of Vascular Invasion
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Figure 9.17 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer Survival among
Dichotomized Strata of Census Area Employment Rate (Groups Represent the

Areas with an Employment Rate Greater and Less than 63% (Median Value))
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Figure 9.19 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer Survival among
Dichotomized Strata of Census Area Housing Type (Groups Represent The Areas

with Greater or equal to and Less than 49% of People Living in a Singe Detached

Home (Median Value))
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Figure 9.20 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer Survival among
Quintiles of Housing Type (Groups Represent a Rank of the Proportion of
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Figure 9.21 - Kaplan Meier Survival Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival among
Dichotomized Strata of Census Area University Education Proportion (Groups

Represent the Areas with Greater and Equal to and Less than 40% of Residents
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Figure 9.23 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Breast Cancer-Specific Survival among
Dichotomized Strata of the Incidence of Low Income Families within the Subject's
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Figure 9.27 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival among Dichotomized

Strata of Living in an Affluent Neighbourhood (Group Represents the Top Quintile

of Median Household Income versus the Rest of the Population)
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Figure 9.28 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival among Dichotomized

Strata of Housing Type (Group Represents Greater or Equal to and Less Than 49yo
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Figure 9.29 - Kaplan Meier Plot of Competing Cause Survival among Dichotomized

Strata of the Proportion of University Educated Individuals within the Subject's
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Figure 10.5 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Progesterone Receptor Status and Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Figure 10.6 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between Her-

2/neu Amplification Status and Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Figure 10. 7 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between p53
Mutation Status and Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Figure 10.8- Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between Age
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Figure ift7(?- Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between
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Figure 10. 13 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of Census Area Employment Rate and Breast Cancer-

Specific Survival
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Figure 10.14 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of the Proportion of Individuals with a University Education

in the Census Area and Breast Cancer-Specific Survival
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Figure 10.15 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of Census Area Low Income "Incidence" and Breast Cancer-

Specific Survival
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Figure 10.20 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of Census Area Employment Rate and Competing Cause

Survival
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Figure 10.21 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of Census Area Housing Type and Competing Cause Survival
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Figure 10.22 - Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of Census Area Low Income "Incidence" and Competing

Cause Survival
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Figure 10.23- Graphical Test of Proportional Hazards Assumption between

Dichotomized Groups of the Proportion of Individuals with a University Education

in the Census Area and Competing Cause Survival
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